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WE WANT oe MAD! 
In the 1980s, MAD Founder and Publisher 

William M. Gaines foolishly established 

“The Soul of MAD" — a collection of 
12 MAD covers chosen for their idiotic 

uniqueness, artistic achievement 

or classic timelessness. 

Now, here is your chance to own a 

special high-quality reproduction 

of one of those low-quality covers! 

Subscribe to MAD for two years 

and receive a limited edition print 

of artist Norman Mingo’s classic 

“Alfred as Uncle Sam" (MAD #126) 

with your paid subscription. 
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sh Each 
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and suitable for 
framing. 

(Provided you hy lave a terribly-decorated home.) 

DO YOUR PART 
FOR AMERICA! 
(Or at least for our salaries...) 

GET A 2-YEAR 
SUBSCRIPTION TO MAD — 
THAT'S 12 PATRIOTIC ISSUES! 
PLUS THE LIMITED EDITION PRINT “ALFRED AS UNCLE SAM,” 
ALL FOR ONLY $29°°! 
($19.99 for a 1-year, 6-issue subscription but you won't get the limited edition print! Don't be a tightwad; go for the 2-year subscription!!!) 

SUBSCRIBE NOW TO INSURE GETTING THIS MAD COLLECTIBLE! secause this is a limited offer, we cannot bill you! 

SUBSCRIBE ONLINE AT MADMAG.COM OR CALL 1-800-4 MADMAG (462-3624) 

Limited edition print offer good for U.S. customers only. Sorry, no Canadian or foreign orders accepted for this offer, 
Hf this sa gift subscription, the print wil be sent tothe subscriber unless you specify that you wish to have it sent to you. KEYCODE: AZHMOUS. 
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THE OBAMACARE WEBSITE LAUNCH poa.cov 
‘The Affordable Care Act was to be President Obama’s signature achievement, enabling millions of Americans to stop using sketchy home remedies every time 
they broke a pinky or got chlamydia. But when the online insurance exchange went live In October, 2013, the only thing it enabled millions of Americans to do 
Was scream curses at a frozen computer screen. Healthcare.gov, the portal to apply for “Obamacare,” was a hopelessly broken mess, seemingly designed by a 
team of idiot toddlers. As the problems got worse by the day, Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius was thrown under the scapegoat express, 
‘While Obama promised, “We're going to smooth this thing out.” Sure, Barack. As if you can "smooth out" a debacle worthy of a summer disaster flick. 

KATHLEE BARACK 

SEBELIUS OBAMA 

“The incompetence 
in building this 

website is staggering.” 

Representative 

Marsha Blackburn, 
R-Tennesses “We assumed it 

was up and 
ready to nun.” 

Joe Biden 

"Absolute chaos.” 
Senator 

Mitch McConnell, 
R-Kentucky "A miserably 

frustrating 
experience. 

Kathleen Sebel 

WHITE HOUSE 
WEBSITEDOWN 
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THE NSA SPYING ON EVERYONE snoor’s on 
Thanks to the NSA 
reading? Not pri 

"BLURA 
(Sung to the tune of Robin Thicke’s 

pying program, privacy isn’t merely dead, it's rotted and decomposing in a shall 

Blurred Lines“) 

Everybody ‘fess up! Everybody ‘fess up! 
(NSA, NSA, NSA) 

Yes, we do hear — everything you say 
Yes, we do read — from your e-mail page 
Maybe you're in-no-cent, maybe you're not so pure 
One way of finding out for sure! 

Okay we tapped your phone, had to invest-i-gate ya 
At work and at your home, snoopin’s just in our nature 
We may incarcerate ya (NSA) 
There's some rules we're bendin’(NSA) 
Forget the Fourth Amendment (NSA) 

We know the things you like to Goo-gle! 
Each con-ver-sation, across the nation, 
We're busy tapin’ 
Checkin’ Goo-gle! 
You might be lyin’, so we keep pryin’ 
Right now we're spyin’ 
‘Cause of Blurred Laws! 

Isit illegal? Might be illegal 
To check your e-mail 
And your Goo-gle! 
Not sure you're alright 
You spend your whole night 
Just watching porn sites! 

Got no reason to fret, 
info is kept se-cret 
We never even see it 
By the way, your printer needs ink! 
So you discovered (ISA) 
We had to bug ya (NSA) 
What rhymes with bug ya? 
NSA-ay-ay-ay-ay! 

We look for something odd, any suspicious info 
If you mention jihad, you may end up in Gitmo 
And now because of Snowden 
The whole damn world is knowin’ 
Your rights we are erodin’ 
‘Cause we've been checking on your Goo-gle! 

What's under your hat? Not private! Hell, they even know you're reading this intro! Exa 

WRITER: MIKE MORSE 
ARTIST: HERMANN MEJIA 

thout a warrant? No on hering all this informati 
Not private, not private, not private. What you're 
ise that information somehow remains...private 

We can’t deny it, there’s nothing private 
Though you don’t like it 
We check Goo-gle! 
We're finally coppin’, to our eavesdroppin’ 
But we ain't stoppin’ 
‘Cause of Blurred Laws! 

We're analyzin’, and scrutinizin’ 
What are you hidin’? 
When you Goo-gle? 
We're cyber-stalkin’, we hear you talkin’ 
E-mails we're gawkin’ 

(Rap) 
Okay, we spy on you 
Alot of private correspondence that we view 
To track down the few who evil do 
Want to blow up planes with a bomb in their shoe! 
So cut some slack when we, um, review 
Forget about your rights, we've got to stop a coup — 
Think we have fun? Well, it’s far from that 
Reading Facebook posts about your freakin’ cat! 
Who gives a damn that you don't adore 
Like you're stuck in “1984” 
But we're only doing what we have to do 
There's a lot of creeps out there to pursue! 
So we're watchin’, and waitin’ 
There's a lot out there that sure is threatenin’ 
But we mostly see just fat guys sextin’ 
Photos of their junk and it’s got us retchin’! 

Tapped your phone, sit down, listen up 
Guess what | heard? 
Your wife's not at work! 
She's out with some jerk! 
NSA-ay-ay! 

Just so we don’t lose, this Al-Qaeda battle 
We watch your every move, from Boston to Seattle! 
If you say “treason,” we'll have a reason 
For search and seizin’ 
We're always checkin’ your Goo-gle! 
You want it private, don’t try to hide it 
We're gonna find it 
Checkin’ Goo-gle 
We will uncover, each word you utter 
Just like Big Brother 
Because of Blurred Laws! 

If you start dissin’...Americanism 
You'll go to prison! 
Because of Blurred Jaws, 
Info we're needin’, so we're depletin’ 
All of your freedom! 

Everybody ‘fess up! 



Smeemeereeicts HOW BARACK OBAMA STACKS UP AGAINST agree on one thing: he’s one of only 43 dudes who 
have had the job. And if you're going to judge how 
he’s doing, you really need to compare him to all WRITER: JEFF KRUSE 
those other knuckleheads! Let's take a look at... OBAMA PHOTOS: AP/WIDE WORLD PHOTOS 

Tt . Th o ° (DAMS iRSON JOHN QUINCY ADAMS 

#3 Washington's head was Adams got lost on his i Unlike Jefferson, Obama BI Madison's wife introduced Monroe signed the ‘Adams died on the floor 
carved into Mt. Rushmore. way to go live in the isn't at all ashamed of his ice cream to the White Missouri Compromise, of the House of Represen- 
Obama's head was White House. Obama love affair with a black §) House. Obama's wife but didn't spend his entire tatives. Obama's legislation 
sculpted into a Chia Pet. successfully reached ie woman, and has never introduced a vegetable freaking administration dies on the floor of 

the White House, but tried to hide it. garden. Seriously? compromising. the Senate. 
has been lost ever since. Come on 

Obama awarded a Library 
of Congress Prize to 

Polk's wife was named 
Sarah. Obama is desperately 

Before Jackson, there had Van Buren was the first Harrison died a month The campaign phrase 
never been a President born President to be born an after Inauguration, The “Tippecanoe and Tyler 
west of the Appalachian American citizen, Obama SHB optimism about Obama's Too” is every bit as vague trying to prevent the next Paul McCartney, Taylor 
Mountains. Before Obama, ; was the first President to ie “hope and change” took and irrelevant as “Yes President from being appointed a District Court 
there had never been a bust his lip open playing a more like four or five We Can.” s named Sarah. Judge named Daniel Ringo. 
President born..wherever 
it was he was born, 

pick-up game of basketball months to die. 

EDGE: OBAMA ose: EVEN | 

Lincoln is famous for eman- Johnson was partially Grant drank booze at a 
cipation, Obama is famous for paralyzed by a stroke. famous sit-down with 
capitulation. Obama was partially General Robert E. Lee 

paralyzed by John Boehner. Obama had a beer summit 
with an unknown cop and 

4 @ Harvard professor who 
got locked out of his house 

While in Europe, Fillmore Pierce put up the first White Buchanan waffled while 
had an audience with House Christmas tree to America was headed to 
Pope Pius IX. Obama, celebrate the holiday season, > Civil War, which, we're 
meanwhile, was in the Obama hoped that putting P guessing, will be the same 
audience during Jeremiah up a Christmas tree would with Obama 
Wright’ tirades. \ finally squash rumors that 

he's a Muslim. 
% z 

McKinley's wife was 
epileptic, and he'd place 
a napkin or handkerchief 
over her during an attack. 
Under Obamacare, epilepsy 
patients will probably get 
the same thing. 

Garfield laid the foundation Arthur's nickname: Cleveland is the only Harrison was considered 
for improved relations with , “Elegant Arthur.” Obama's President to serve two one of the best extempo- 
Latin America. Obama 2a nickname: “Barry.” non-consecutive terms. raneous speakers of his 
nominated a “wise Latina” - There's no certainty that day. Obama is considered 
to the Supreme Court S Obama will even want to Bf one of the best Teleprompter 

run in 2016, readers of his day, 

Hayes dealt forcefully 
with the issue of rights for 
Chinese immigrant laborers. ant 
Obama doesn't have to 
worry about that, since 
most American jobs are 
now going to China. 

wi 
As we go to press, angry 
poor people have not yet 
set up “Obamavilles.” 

Thomas Woodrow Wilson 
preferred to go by his middle 
name. Obama tends to 
downplay his, you know? 

Harding was seen as a villain 
in the Teapot Dome Scan- 
dal, Obama is merely seen as 
a Batman villain 
on Tea Party signs 

The Autobiography of 
Calvin Coolidge is a more 
creative title than The 
Audacity of Hope. 

Roosevelt was the first 
President to ride in a 

ZBy submarine, which Obama 
is unlikely to do, since you 
can't smoke on a sub. 

Taft's wife, unlike Obama's, 
clearly didn't crusade 
against obesity. 

EDGE: OBAMA EDGE: OBAMA 

OHI NED ion 
Kennedy screwed Marilyn 
Monroe. Obama's only 
screwed himself. 

EDGE: OBAMA EDGE: OBAMA 

YNDON B. JOHNSON 
Bj Nixon appeared on 

Laugh-In, Obama has 
appeared on Oprah, 
Jay Leno, and The View. 

Truman sent U.S. troops to 

Korea to intervene in their 
civil war, Obama hasn'thad 
to do that — yet. 

During the Eisenhower 
administration, MAD 
increased its frequency, 
exposing the public to eight 
issues a year, During 
Obama's administration, 
it got down to just four. 
EDGE: OBAMA 

TOE GEORGE H.W. BUSH 
Atleast The Gipper had L 
the decency to leave the 
Democratic Party after he 
started drifting rightward. 

Both easily defeated 
crazy senators from 
Arizona, but Obama had 
the additional challenge 
of defeating a hot chick 
inthe VP slot. 

FOR stood up to Germany 
and Japan. Obama can't 
even stand up to 
Mitch McConnell 

EDGE: 

GERALD FORD 
W. read a children’s book 
during a time of national 
crisis. Obama wrote a chil- 
dren's book during 
a time of national crisis, 

Bush paved the way for 
his oldest son to become 
President. At this rate, 
Obama's paving the way 
for another Bush son to 
become President. 

Carter won the Nobel 
Peace Prize for his work 
with Habitat for Humanity. 
Obama won the Nobel 
Peace Prize because. 
uhhhh...help us out here. 

Totally screwed up a 
chance to give America 
a great health care plan, 
Ditto Obama 

Ford declared that “our 
long national nightmare 
is over.” Obama would 
never say that, knowing 
our current nightmare still 
has several years to go. 

EDGE 
(Oly be EDGE: OBAMA 
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LIKE FUNNY IN THE BLANK DEPT. 

ObamaCare has been in the news a lot lately — e § j 
and Americans are sick...of reading the same old 9 Z I Ii 
story! So it’s time to take matters into your own S = n Uu S 1ve 0 = = ) u ! S e ee Ni 

hands, add some variety to your life and enjoy Cc 9 ay 

improving people's lives © 

WRITER: FRANK JACOBS 

at a press conference ARTIST: PAUL COKER 

ty groupies @ 
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OBAM 
on Good M 

enriching insurance companies oppose the plan 
to Duck Dy ACA R | glorifying Walmart greeters 

with be ee nine N bringin eace to the Carolinas deny the existence of Al Gore 
to Newsweek's last remaining reporter hurtful tweets e Ww S t oO ry promoting Croatian cuisine frequent Amish barn raisings 

ina quitky Vine video moans of eestasy : . fog nipedlipa te ekytock - 4 : ia ideo pene Speaking @ ; will make great causing nip-slips to skyrocket toot for the Cubs 
in Auto-Tune Se el ae oes 8 clearing sinus blockage simply adore downtown Detroit 

i sing hi i mi i ama £ oe es shile checking his email a last-minute Evite President Obama progress in Me eee while checking his email a . = reinvigorating the Beanie Baby market can’t locate the Big Dipper 

with a thick Irish brogue wet willies defended his OOO kickstarting anarchy Fj sate oe 2 don’t “get” Civil War re-enacters 
on the condition of anonyr obscene skywriting healthcare plan There are many who ne Dae i pia ) eliminating Joe Biden's morning breath challenge the “Five-second Rule” 

Gothic oaths of revenge in response still © . i 
an ad on Craigslist to most notably wear fanny packs 

3) rumors of an After Earth sequel by @ . @) Recent @) 

GOP leaders The President polls indicate that the Rand Paul 
kazoo aficionados @) declared that the majority of Americans RuPaul 

recovering sex addicts pl an’s the Cornhusker marching band have prye coups 
nude skydivers 2,500 pages of regulations 

all lobbyists named Claude illustrated chapter on nose hair will say yes to the dress 
“stop and frisk” enthusiasts 

THOP regulars i nit bathe in marmalade 
; section on do-it-yourself surgery ) a Fresno hooker named Arlene 

reviewers on Angie's List twerk without shame ind spoilers Vin Diesel’s stunt double 
a shirtless Vladimir Putin sarcastic tone demand instant replays at chess matches cosplayers 

underpaid fast-food workers anti-Hillary screeds have the hots for Angela Merkel 
an apoplectic Gordon Ramsay 

he hosts of Wipeout are more interested in the Kardashians use of the Helvetica font dreadlocked baristas 

sraphic sexual content &% know they’re screwed, no matter what 

skip MAD articles like this introduction by J.K. Rowling . one 

smoked hickory scent 



THE DYSFUNCTIONAL U.S. CONGRESS nouse oF taros 
1n2013, the John Boehner led 113th Congress proved that government doesn’t work..by not working! When Congress couldnt agree on anew budget and also woud'textend the od budget, teat that here 
vwas..no budge, And with no budget, there was..no money. (Do you see how this could become problematic?) Asa esi, the government shut down — closing national park, shuttering national monuments 
andeaving mae than 800,000 government workers ide unital got sorted out. Sure, the shutdown ceatedalot of huge problems — bu at east Congress made a statement! And that statement was, “Wee 
selfish, petulant asses.” I thee’ any justice, voters wl put therm ALL on double-secret probation. 

inst the rules... 
the rules lost! 

So 

“Jom [tie ened 

A Tragedy from the United States 

A KOCH BROTHERS PRODUCTION 

With BARACK OBAMA as DEAN WORMER + SPECIAL APPEARANCE BY THE U.S. SENATE 

Produced by FOX NEWS and THE TEA PARTY * Music by FRANCIS SCOTT KEY [9] FLUNKED 

Written by AYN RAND + Directed by TED CRUZ + Gerrymandered by the GOP | % emt nite svete wie. tr 1 tea 10 ft i wae 

(WRITES: JAY RATH —ARTIBT:TOM RICHMOND 



KEEP GOING, CLOD/ 



WASHINGTON 
Make it very clear that his 
anti-Washington rhetoric 

isn't referring to them 

NEVADA 
Adopt a new catchphrase 

Casinos are people, 
my friends” 

ARIZONA 
He must strategically manage to get 

himself on the ballot, making sure that the 

word “Republican” appears after his name 

Invent a scare about 
illegals pouring over the 
border from Saskatoon 

SOUTH DAKO 
Make a speech in front of 

Mt. Rushmore, where his stony 
features wil fit right in 

KANSAS 
Watch Bob Dole speeches to 
discover what made him such 
a charismatic personality here 

TEXAS 
He's already been 
endorsed by Chuck 
Norris. What more 
do Texans need? 

ALASKA 
Strap his dog to a sled 
and enter the Iditarod 

MINNESOT, 
Talk about one of his favorite hobbies: 
ice fishing from the deck of a yacht 

ILLINOIS 
Compare himself to 

Lincoln, in that they're 
both tall white guys of 

the same party 

MISSOURI 
In 1838, the governor 

expelled Mormon 
settlers, so the state 

owes him one 
KENTUCKY 
Just his vast knowledge 

of really expensive horses 
should be enough 

— 
TENNESSEE 
Just show up on time. 

If they didn’t vote for Al Gore 
in 2000, they're not going to 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Earl Tupper, the inventor of Tupperware, 
was born in New Hampshire. There has 

to be some way to exploit that 

NEW YORK 
Drink a 16-ounce sugary soft drink 

in public defiance of the nanny state 

NEW JERSEY 
Any state that embraces both 
Snooki and Bruce Springsteen 

has to.,,hold on, this one's 
tougher than we thought. 

OHIO Check back next issue 
The Rock & Roll Hall of 

Fame is in Cleveland, 
and who else personifies 
the wild rebel spirit of 
rock more than Mitt? 

VIRGINIA 
Propose a new law to 
humiliate women eve 
more than the state 

legislature already has 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 
‘Admit he was only joking about 
the whole “reduce the size of the 

federal government” thing 
vote for any Democrat 

MISSISSIPI 
Check to see if he has a pulse. 

Yes? He's good to go 

ALABAMA 
Speak in colloquial phrases, 

as in “I'm really going 
to enjoy firing y'all” 

WRITER: JEFF KRUSE 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Remind everyone that he was a fairly 

successful governor who provided quality 
health care and education (hey, these don’t 

all have to be smart-ass put-downs) 

CONNECTICUT 
Commend them on naming the praying 

mantis their official state insect, since there 
seems to be a war on religion in this country 

* 

MARYLAND 
‘Same deal as Maine, only with crab 

GEORGIA 
Make note of the fact that the 

peach trees are all the right height 



Everything in politics 

i is & 

nd spin equals hypocrisy, and hypocrisy rules: So, what's good for 

And the only standards you have are double. Don’t belie’ 

re, like love, is bli 

> ees
 Your political perspectiv 

Er A eo 
—= 

—_ A 

If their candidate cha
nges his position on the 

issues...he’s a “no-pr
incipled flip-flopper.” 

If your candidate cha
nges his pos! 

is views are “evolving. 

d-raising rally downtown... 

If their candidate holds a big fun yer dollars.” 

he’s “disrupting the lives of working 
Americans using taxpa! 

ds a big fund-raising 
rally downtown... 

If your candidate hol 
his case directly to the voters.

” 
he’s “bringing 

If their candidate is the incumbent... 

he’s “a career politician.” 

If your candidate is the incumbent... 

he’s ‘a seasoned leader.” 

If their candi idate takes m 
Je Shea oney from 

he’s “trying to buy the alta er PACS... 

If your i pheno takes money from Su 
leveling the Playing field.” diate 

If their candi idate receiv 
es a large contributi tribution fr 

supporter...h ie should “immediately mel 4 Controversial 

I A 
th 

f your candidate receives
 a rah @ money.” 

supporter. 
ge contributi -he “can’t be res tibution from a controversial Ponsible for every donor’s views.” 

If thei i heir candidate is hawkish on def 
he’s “reckless.” as 

If i sat oe is hawkish on def 
's “keeping America safe _ 

WRITER: STAN SINBERG —_ ARTIST: DREW FRIEDMAN 



OBAMA'S ON POLICY INNOCENTS LOST 
In 2009, President Obama received the Nobel Peace Prize. Apparently none of the peace prize judges live in a country where unmanned U.S. drones 
drop bombs on innocent people while killing or attempting to kill terrorists, would-be terrorists or Facebook friends of either. Here’s the question: 
is this a well-thought-out, productive use of our multi-trillion dollar military arsenal or are we just creating future generations of terrorists, would-be 
terrorists or Facebook friends of either? One thing's for sure: if President Bush had signed off on this, Michael Moore would have already completed an 
Academy Award-winning documentary about it. That said, we think there's a movie to be made about President Obama and his faithful companion, Biden. 

FROM THE PRODUCER OF “PIRATES OF THE CONSTITUTION” 

‘NOW BOMBING 
EVERYWHERE 

ARTIST: MIKE LOEW 



FRANK ON A ROLL DEPT. 

: ow wey 5 

® b 
There's been a lot in the news lately 

about the U.S. government bailout of The 

the nation’s financial system. At least 
that’s what we hear...the economy's 

so bad we had to sell our TV. And 
these days, who can afford to buy a 

newspaper? If you’re in the same f th 
sinking boat as we are, now’s your m hh Oo e 

chance to catch up on the story with... 

ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER 

Our eyes have seen the sorrow 
of a nation going bust, 

Filled with bankers and politicos 
that none of us can trust, 

Not to mention Wall Street profiteers 
who fill us with disgust — 

Our hopes and dreams are gone! 

Lordy, lordy, how they blunder! 
Major banks now going under! 
Years of. savings torn asunder — 
Our hopes and dreams are gone! 

ARTIST: JAMES WARHOLA 

of - - WRITER: FRANK JACOBS 2 



8 

We'te now burdened with a stimulus 

that doesn't stimulate, 

Full of all the pork and earmarks 

that Pelosi could create; 

If that’s “change we can believe in,” 

then it’s time to emigrate — 

Once more they've led us on! 

Bailout billions they are spending
! 

Down and down we are descending! 

Don't expect a happy ending — 

Once more they've led us on! 

ARTIST: GERRY GERSTEN 

See the Big Three automakers 
begging Congress on their knees. 

“All we need is 15 billion — : 

won't you help us, prett :” 

They fly high in private a eee 

but can’t outsell the Japanese — 

‘Their screw-ups still go on! 

Jesus Chrysler, though they’ i rysler, ere sweating, 
Tens of billions they'll be netting! s 
They be back again, we're betting! 

Their screw-ups still go on! 

Fanny Mae and 
Freddy Mac all

owed 

the sub-prime l
oans to tank, 

Which brought
 07 the home foreclosures 

when the housing ma
rket sank; 

Tf you want to play the bla
me game, 

give a nod to Bar
ney Frank — 

The madness 
still goes on! 

Daily, daily, r
epossession! a

 

More like legalized 
oppression: 

Surely heading
 for depression

! 

The madness still goes on! 

‘ARTIST: ANGELO TORRES 

ARTIST: TOM RICHMOND: 



ARTIST: HARRY NORTH, ESQ. 

ARTIST: HERMANN MEJIA, 

We've beheld the massive layoffs 

at Alcoa and Mattel, 

At Home Depot, Nike, Target, (gulp!) 
at Microsoft as well; 

Will your ass soon join the masses 

of discarded personnel? 

The glory years are gone! 

State by state, our woes are spreadin'— 
Day by day we're surely headin' 

Down the road to Armageddon — 

The glory years are gone! 

With Obama in the White House 
| 

We can sit back and relax 
\ ‘ 

Though he’s tried to push through aoe 
: % who've cheated on their tax, i ending spree’s enormous 

and will stretch us to the max, 

And his sp 

We all must cheer him on! 

hte Slory, idolize him! A raise his name and lionize him! vee on all who satirize him - all must cheer him on! 

What, us worry? Yes, we do because 

our future's far from clear; 

Though we used to publish monthly, 

now it’s just four times a year; 
Hey, Obama, use your clout and send 

some bailout money here — 

Somehow we'll stumble on! 

Hurry, hurry, please dont blow it! 

Send a billion and we'll owe it! 

Sure, its pork, but whos to know it? 
Somehow we'll stumble on! 

23 



He made the 
stock market 

goup 40% inhis | 
first year so that 
the companies 
will be worth 
more when 
the federal 
government 

takes them over. 

| Hecaptured and 

He reads from 
teleprompters, 

where he 
justrepeats 

e whatever 
killed many top unknown, 
Taliban and un: 

Al-Qaeda members 
so fe can lead 
the Taliban and 

Al Qaeda. 

| Heimprovedtheschoollanch program \ 
He gave his 
Nobel Peace 

Prize money to 
charity because 
he hates rich 
people and 

doesn’t want 
to become one. 

because well-fed kids concentrate 
Detter and are easier to indoctrinate dee . . op 

universa into his socialist agenda. health care 
to produce 

more healthy 
workers who 
will work for 

the state. 

He’s purposely 
driving Tea Party 

members crazy 

so they'll destroy 
America for him. 

~ te 

WOBAMAL 
Sey BAC TO 
cOMMUNISS, 

(ENYA 

y 

He goes out of goes ais of 
his way to be 
personable, 

attractive and 
likeable — 
so people 

won't notice 
all his startling 

) {| He advocates overturning “Don’t ask, } 
don’t tell,” so soldiers will spend | 
so much time “asking and telling” 
that they won't pay attention when 

terrorists attack the country. 

He's trying to reverse global warming so 
terrorists can hide big explosive devices under | 
their winter coals without arousing suspicion. 

He's using 
stimulus money 

to rebuild the 
country’s roads 

and bridges so 
terrorists will have 

more targets 
to destroy. 

daughters 
nefariously divert 

attention 
from his plot to 

subvert traditional 
family values. 

saraH 
Palin | 

SaiD So.} / 



; a The First 

100" 
Presi 

The news media 
typically reviews a new 
President's performance 
after his first 100 days 
in office, using it as a 

barometer to measure 
the Commander-in-Chief's 
effectiveness. We say pshaw! 
(And that's not so easy to say!) 
MAD believes we can find out 
everything we'll need to know 

about Barack by reviewing... 
WRITERS: BILL FIBBERS AND FRANK SANTOPADRE 

14-16: Watch trailer for new 
Star Trek movie 

17-19: Begin fundraising for 2012 
campaign 

OO: Finish up inaugural address 

01-02: Round up Michelle and kids, give finger 
to Bush and Cheney, head to Oval Office 

20: Reject request for exclusive inter- 
view with Black President magazine 

21-22: Pressure Harry Reid to appoint 
Jeremiah Wright new Chaplain of 
the Senate 

23-24: Scrape eight years worth of chewing gum off 
the bottom of the Oval Office desk 03: Remove stupid flag pin from lapel 

04: Rescind order that all White House 
TVs be set to FOX News 

05-06: Send thank you note to George 
Bush for helping me get elected 

07: Schedule weekly brunch with 
Bill Ayers 

08: Submit Keith Olbermann's name 
for Presidential Medal of Freedom 

09: Fill out change of address forms 

10-13: Sneak out to Rose Garden for a quick smoke 

25: Go on Facebook; put out a friend 

request to Ahmadinejad (with no 
preconditions) 

26: Remind Biden to “shut his f*#king 
cakehole” 

27: Check Amazon's ranking of 
The Audacity of Hope 

Minutes 
O ft the 
ama 

ency 
ARTIST: DREW FRIEDMAN 

28-30: Organize pick-up basketball game with 
Supreme Court: Robes vs. Skins 

31-34: Sneak out to Rose Garden for a 
quick smoke 

35: Decline Barney Frank's invitation to 
Sex and the City marathon 

36-37: Make some calls; arrange for 
Cheney to be put up at Walter Reed 
after his next heart attack 

38: Screw with Secret Service agents 
by shouting out, “Hey, it's almost 
prayer time, which way is Mecca?!" 

39: Send mash note to Doris Kearns 
Goodwin 

40-41: Line new puppy cage with worthless GM stock 



42: Call Oprah, put her on hold just to mess with her 

52: Tell Rahm Emanuel to hold off sending 
dead fjsh to Joe Lieberman 

Oo pee 

61-62: Pull CIA Black Ops forces out of Iraq; 
send them to Joe the Plumber's house 

81-82: Get Michelle to ditch J. Crew and start 
dressing more like Beyoncé 

100s Call John McCain, see if he's still 
interested in the job 



tical Virgin’ 
J SS at He's Come Too Soon. 

. =o pact “HE VERO PON Wl 
as To AVECANDIATEW WANTS 0: TALKSOME SEAS” NT TERROR 

JEREMY WRIGHT s THE PREACHER fl SN 0 EE HILLARY CLINTON as THE LOSER NHC Hh 0 {AUSTIN CASE 
=a [amples] “= RONG 8 SHIN OME OF” 



ry THOUGHT IN THE ACT DEPT. 

Inauguration Day in Washington, D.C. Ber cine fordantitee, to renew itself. A ime for hope, optimism and change. And also a time 
oe sramenne tveltiegs ge cnc fester in one’s mind, creating bittemess, hatred, and, in some cases, 
ay r tl R , you don’t have to be a mind reader to set 

This is truly 
a great day for 

minorities in America! 
A man with hair plugs is 
now Vice President of 

Mmmm... the United States! 
Michelle, you 

sleek little Nubian 
princess! 

If Bill comes 
within 20 feet of 
Sarah Palin, I'm 
gonna get Jesse 
Jackson to cut his 

nuts off! 

You know, 
I've softened. 

| don’t want to cut off 
his nuts any mo 
happy just to give him 

a wedgie! 

To think that 
this all started 

with a five dollar 
bar bet... 

| can’t wait 
to start crushing 

this liberal bastard’s 
progressive agenda with 

a 5-4 Supreme Court 
decision! 

WRITERS: 
DESMOND DEVLIN, JEFF KRUSE, 

JACOB LAMBERT, FRANK SANTOPADRE 
AND DENNIS SNEE 

ARTIST: TOM RICHMOND 

this introduction is g 

getting a puppy. 
Looks like Barack and | 

are BOTH going to spend 
the next few years getting 
barked at and cleaning 

up horrible 

There's ten 
seconds left before 
he's sworn in. | still 
have time to capture 

Bin Laden! 

believe this guy is 
succeeding me as 

President! 

at him — the 
second most powerful 
African-American in 

the country! 



knew all you had 
to do to get elected 
was have presence, % 

charisma and a 
personality? 

One black 
A guy, all alone and 
dominating 500 white 

guys? Been there, 
done that! 

They 
may have | 

the White House 
—\\ and the House, but 

that's still nine fewer 
houses than we 

Sf This can’t hold 
a candle to the 
1923 Coolidge 

* inauguration! 

be cynical, but 
| still see a way the 
GOP could steal 

S\_ this one! 

still hasn't said 
how he'd tax my 

non-existent fantasy 

| got cochlear 
implants for this? 

4b, Oh, Christ, when will J 
Contin 

2 
the O; 

believe a 
terrorist from 
the country 
of Africa is 
President! 

) that putz Biden )) 
doesn’t ask me 

& to stand up! J 

business! 

S~ Maybe 
I should have Le 

gotten this dress 
cleaned before | 

What a moment! 
To use an appropriate 

metaphor, it’s as historic ))- 
as a blind wolverine 
trying to win the big 

go-cart race! 

what a crowd. 
If only this many 
people watched 

30 Rock... 



SS 
Recently Bill Clinton said, “You could argue that no one is 
ever ready to be president.” And the former Commander- 
in-Chief may have a point. But experience couldn't hurt in 
preparing someone for the Oval Off and that’s where 
John “Ready to lead from day one” McCain really excels. 
In fact, no presidential candidate in our natio 
has even come close to sporting the GOP nominee's lifetime 
experiences. To give you all the information ne y 
before you step into that voting booth, MAD present: 

aA 
i 

En route to the New World, McCain 

agreed with his fellow pilgrims that the 
natives would greet them as liberators 

BOSTON HARBOR 
Before he supported off-shore 
drilling, McCain had an active 

hand in off-shore spilling 
during the Boston Tea Party. 

A Look Back 
AT THE C | cee 

ISTORICAL (AREER o/ JOHN LVEcCAIN 

ANTIETAM, MARYLAND 
McCain was always there to remind 

President Lincoln of the harsh struggle 
on the Pennsylvania/Georgia border. 

McCain's scouting skills were invaluable 

to the Lewis and Clark expedition. on of Independen| 
ngland included the fa 
he biggest celebrity in the world.” 

1777: 1776 - 1805 - 1836 - 1862 - 1882 - 

TEXAS 
Remember the Alamo? Mi 
It was there that McCain helf 

America’s budding immigration problem. McCain was the first to ask 
for Betsy Ross’ American 
flag design in pin form. 

's of photography, 
McCain saw the power of photo-ops 

with war veterans, 

33 



New York 
McCain has always been a 
friend of the working man. 

McCain’s suggestion to name his plane 
“The Straight Talk of St. Louis.” 

Washington, DC 

During the Great Depression, 
McCain had a keen knowledge of 
the country’s economic situation, 

Yalta 
ys of World War II, McCain 

ness to continue fighting the 
vanese for the next 100 years. 

Even in the dying 



A FRIGHTENING SEQUEL TO THE BUSH PRESIDENCY 

THE REPUBLICAN PARTY rasa A POST TRADMATIC STRESS PRODUCTION "NO COUNTRY FOR OLO MAN” 
Sows JOHN MeCAN si SEULE CANDIDATE CDH MeCN as" MOMEYGAGS" aw MTT ROMNEY as “THE ROBT WHO ANTS TO BE ICE RESID 

: . St NRL VES "CAMPACI PLAVEGOK OF FEAR, ESD SWEAR TACTICS” "™"SP HO NE REALLY, WHICH IS WHY IS SUCH A MESS 
RATED AARP 



HIRD DEGREE BURNE 

It’s election season! And you know what that means — candidates exploring the issues, leveling with the 
200 years — telling people what they want to hear, carefully avoiding as many issues as possible and 

Of the five 
different views you 
hold on abortion, 
which is your 

favorite? 

Do you already 
have sleazy backroom 

deals with your unqualified 
friends regarding cabinet 
positions, or will you make 

those decisions after 
you’re elected? 

: Should 
Iraqi mosques be 

forced to post the Ten 
Commandments on 

their walls? 

public and starting an open, honest discourse! Or, you know, doing what they’ve been doing for the last 
glossing over all their half-assed past behavior! Someone needs to cut through the crap with these... 

ai 

‘ ordering a bunch of 
post-debate pizzas. 

Sausage and 
pepperoni okay 

with you? 

Hypothetical 
scenario: you're in the 

Oval Office when an attack 
worse than 9/11 occurs. 

To curtail 
greenhouse emissions, \ 

would you consider 
trading in Air Force 
One and using a 

ider? 
Can you postulate gong alder 

as to whether a society as fi 
described in Plato’s Republic 

4 is theoretically possible today? 

A, Ha! Just kidding. The question 
is really about your official 

Campaign song... 

How long would it take you 
to politicize it and blame 

the other party? 
If a Supreme Ee 

Court nominee actually 
answered a question 
directly, would that 
disqualify him or her 

When you say 
you'll try to lessen 

America’s dependence 
on foreign oil, are you being } 

Since we're 
pre-empting Family 

Feud in selected markets, 

| wonder if you could satisfy 

“Do you believe 
that the crudeness 

and immorality coming out 
i sats of Hollywood are getting naive, joking or just some viewers by naming * 9 Boxers or 
Re way the £&%# out ~ outright lying? a vegetable beginning alt briefs? And you 
Ng of hand? T ‘with the letter 6? aaa aren’t exempt from } 

u ~— Pare 3 c \ ( this question, 

/ XN ofl. \ Sen. Clinton. / 
> { 

fy 

WRITER: JEFF KRUSE 
ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER 



GOING To McoowaLe's Y WHAT A AND SO, IN THE SOLITUDE 
FOR AJUMBO BAG OF SITCHS OF HIS PRIVATE STUD’ 

8/G MACS \S NOT AND YET, 
“UMPORTANT WORK"! IMUST THAT FIEND OBAMA MUST 

WELP HER! \ | BE STOPPED! THIS |S A JOB 
FOR... SUPERDELEGATE! 

BARACK OBAMA \S 
NOW SO F4® AMEAD 
IN THE DELEGATE 

COUNT, IT'S VIRTUALLY 
IMPOSSIBLE FOR 
WILLARY TO CATCH 

GOD HELP ME, 
IM DOOMED! CAN 

HELP IT/ 

EXCUSE ME DEAR, ER, I HAVE SOME, 
ER, MPORTANT WORK TO DO! 

gota STRANGE INSIDER FROM THE 
DEMOCRATIC PARTY WITH PERKS 
AND PRIVILEGES FAR BEYOND 
THOSE OF MORTAL MEW! 

SUPERDELEGATE! WHO CAN 
CHANGE THE COURSE OF FAIRLY- 
DECIDED ELECTIONS, BEND RULES 
AT HIS OWN WHIM! 

AND WHO, DISGUISED AS BLL 
CLINTON, A WILD, UNMANNERED EX- 
PRESIDENT FOR A NOT-SO-GREAT 
TWO TERMS, FIGHTS A NEVER- 
ENDING BATTLE FOR HALE-TRUTHS, 
SELECTIVE JUSTICE AND THE 
CLINTONIAN WAY! 

IN OUR NATI CAPITAL AN OBAMA 
CAMPAIGN RALLY 1S JUST GETTING STARTE! 

THE PEOPLE HAVE SPOKEN! 
WE'RE ON OUR WAY TO THE 

DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL 
NOMINATION! 

Obardoa 

tyatt eae 



SUPERDELEGATE! 
WHAT ARE YOu 

(DEA OF "SUPER- 
DELEGATES" \S 

AND REMEMBER, SUPER- 
DELEGATES HAVE SUPER 
POWERS! WE CAN STEAL 
ELECTIONS AND UNDER- 
MINE DEMOCRACY! 
SO WHADDAYA SAY , 
HOW'D YOU LIKE TO BE 

HILLARY'S VEEP? 

ie 

I'M HERE TO STOP THIS 
MISCARRIAGE OF DESTINY! 

SHE'S RIGHT! 
IVE WON 
TWICE AS 

MANY STATES 

I MEAN, 
I DONT 
KNOW -- 
SUDDENLY 
FEELING 
3GASPI«. 

\ 

x) 

AND I'VE WON 
THE POPULAR 

THIS JUST IN/ DUE TO 
HIS LACK OF SUPER- 
DELEGATE SUPPORT, 
BARACK OBAMA \S 
WITHORAWING 

FROM THE 
PRESIDENTIAL 

RACES 

WRITER: JOE RAIOLA 

OH, REALLY? YOU NEED 2,/70 CURSES! T'S TRUE! 
DELEGATES 10 LOCK UP WITHOUT THE SUP- 
THE WOM/NAT/ON AND PORT OF HIM AND HIS 
YOURE S7/LL SHORT! SINISTER COHORTS 

I’M AS MUCH OF A 
LOSER AS THAT 

PIPSQUEAK 

MEANINGLESS! BUT IT'S WOT FA/R/ JUST 
ASK AL GORE! ONE SUPERDELEGATE 

VOTE \S WORTH OVER 
20,000 ORDINARY 

I'S WO USE! EVEN MY 
STRONGEST BULLET POINTS 

JUST BOUNCE OFF HIM! 

AND AS USUAL, YOU ER, SORRY, 
MISSED ALL THE DEARY TLL 

WHAT A RELIEES ACTION AGAIN! YOU TRY TO BE 
T WAS STARTING TO COULD AT LEAST MORE 
LOSE MY SENSE OF SHOW A LITTLE SUPPORTIVE 
ENTITLEMENT! MORE (NTEREST |N NEXT TIME! 

ME THAN YOU DO. 
IN STUFFING 

ARTIST: R. SIKORYAK 



EA. THE PHRASE THAT SLAYS DEPT. 

A good slogan can make or break a presidential campaign. After all, who could 
forget Harrison’s “Tippecanoe and Tyler Too,” Eisenhower's “I! Like Ike,” and 

Reagan's “Morning in America”? Okay, we could all forget them...the day 
after taking our U.S. History exam! But it’s no surprise that Hillary 
Clinton’s campaign team is trying desperately to come up 
with the phrase that can do the seemingly impossible <4 

and propel the former first lady to victory. They don’t 
have the winner yet, but not for lack of trying, as you 4 
can see from the rapidly accumulating collection of... y 

ia 

HILLARy 1X0) 2 PRESIDENT Arkansas Real Estate Deals to the First E-{ 0) Voters < 

Hillary oe 

Give the m 

to get hit ane? 

Because History 
| Repeats Itself 

Hillary in °08! 
tee 

WRITER: NATHANIEL STEIN 
ARTIST: PAUL COKER 



Hello, I'm Barack. Why so glum, H.C? Really? I’ve won 26. 

\ My front-runner lead 4 \ 

is blown. And after a year And I'm behind in the 
and a half of campaigning, delegate count, too. 

I've won only 16 states. You know how itis. 

as (3) \ 

And I'm H.C. 

Well, actually, | don’t. I'm leading 
in the delegate count. Have you HAHAHAHAHAHA! 

considered withdrawing? HAHAHAHAHAHAHA! 

% HAHAHAHAHAHA! 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA! 
HAHAHAHAHAHA! | heard you're 

Withdrawing? HAHAHAHAHAHAHA! a Muslim. 



Hello, I'm Barack. 

s 
And I'm H.C. 

\'m the next President 
of the United States. 

Ignoring the primary voter doesn’t 
sound very democratic. If you get the 

most votes, you should win. 

ARTIST: HERMANN MEJIA 

Whoa, whoa, hold on there, 
H.C. — | believe I’ve gotten 

More votes than you. 

Yes, but votes don't 
matter, It's all about 
Super Delegates. 

So, by being ahead 
I'm actually behind? 

Any candidate with \ 4 
experience would 4 D%. 

know that. ® YS 

/ ( i, y 
‘< 

@) 
ae 

6 ofc 
eS 
—_ 

In Presidential elections, 
the candidate with 

the most votes loses. 
Ask Al Gore. 

A MAD AD PARODY 



ABOUT A QUOTE LOW DEPT. 

Hello, I’m Ty Pennington and welcome to a special 4 

edition of Extreme Makeover — where politicians are 

given the chance to completely remake their entire image! 

Just look at these amazing REAL quotes! Candidates ready? MAKEOVER 

—— POLITICIAN EDITION 
BEFORE 

| don’t think it’s in the best interests 

of our troops or our country RI S BEFORE 
(to withdraw troops from Iraq). = = } i ' i — a Ba Ache Conlte Ibelleve that PSR “tink that were going MIKE HUCKABEE 

If we have actionable “3 2 a abortion should - people or even round 
intelligence about a SS be safe and Yj sthem up and drive them 
high-value terrorist YA Ade legal in this Z : to the border and let 

targets and President C country. f } them go might make a 
Musharraf won’t act, fh ‘ Meh ialat ee é great political speech but 

we will. Rah! f == " Tee Renner) 7) f it's not going to happen. 
August 1, 2007 it ns | \ Washington Post, May 2006 

I did not say 
that we would 

immediately go 

in unilaterally. 

What I said 

was that we 

have to work 

with 

Musharraf. 
August 7, 2007 

OBAMA 

You know, | do support 

the Republican platform, 
and | support that being 

part of the Republican 
platform and I'm pro-life. 

Good Morning America, 2007 

I have been saying for some time that 

we need to bring our combat troops 

home from Iraq starting right now. 
One of the things we ought to be 2007 Take Back America Conference 
thinking about is some level of 

mandatory service to our country, 

so that everybody in America — 
not just the poor kids who get sent 

to war — are serving this country. ‘ £ y President of the United States 
May, 2007 f would pardon him. After all, 

he never paid a price. # y 

Pasar > s RUDOLPH GIULIANI 

AFTER 
After evaluating the 

facts, the President came 

to a reasonable decision, 
and I believe the 

decision was correct. 
on Scooter Libby, 2007 

[!] Propose to provide all illegal 
rants a |20-day window to register 

with the Bureau of Citizenship and 

Immigration Services and leave the country. 
From bis "Secure America Plan" December 2007 

| call on all members of Congress — 

Republican, Democrat, and 

Independent — to speak with 
one voice, and say “no” to a draft. 

August, 2007 
WRITER: JEFF KRUSE 

ARTIST: DREW FRIEDMAN 



Back when the Iraq War started, we couldn’t help but notice that the buzzwords b) 

and catch phrases emanating from the White House and Pentagon weren't MAD S 

exactly meshing with reality. With the mission already accomplished, we 

hurriedly assembled a collection of examples and rushed them into print in MAD UPDATED 
#438. We wanted to make sure that our article made it to publication before the 

war ended, Iraq was quiet, and all the troops were 
already home. As it turned out, we could have taken 

our sweet time about it. So what's the situation 

on the ground four years later? The oil might be 

getting scarce, but the B.S. is flowing just as freely as ever! And so, we present 

the second of what we never thought would turn out to be a long, long series... TO THE 

WAR ON TERROR 
SUPPORTING THE TROOPS EXTRAORDINARY RENDITION 

Oe 
TT 

sie « WG aane eile « 
Keeping them far, far away from the decaying 

hellholes that are our Veterans’ Hospitals. 

The “high C” note a prisoner makes when 
25,000 volts get shot through his nutsack. 

Any of Bush’s restricted, pre-screened, 
“no touchy questions” Town Hall meetings. 

% A fair and balanced set-up, dividing the profit equally wy 
‘between all relevant parties: ExxonMobil, Unocal, “2 

SK Chevron and Occidental Petroleum. _=#-7<S= 

The horrible, scandalous fact that somebody 
blabbed about the prison torture. 

WRITER: DESMOND DEVLIN ARTIST: PAUL COKER 



BIPARTISAN AGREEMENT 

All of the Republicans, and Joe Lieberman. 

The last thing noticed by the dozen 
U.S. soldiers who’ve been electrocuted 

in the shower by the ungrounded 
wires installed by incompetent 

Halliburton profiteers. 

r THE LIGHT AT THE END 

The three-fourths of Americans who, according to the polls, OF THE Eid 
don’t think Bush is doing a darned good job. INIA IN 7 

NN 
s 

Something Iraqis enjoy, during the 
2 hours a day Baghdad has electricity. 

A phrase which, oddly, is most often 
used by the same politicians who cut 
our soldiers’ combat pay, cut their 
furloughs, and cut their insurance 

and health benefits, and then run for 

reelection as gung-ho patriots. 47 
Getting one’s ass 

claiming you were secretly against the war all along. 



rur Py 
When a great man speaks, he draws upon his life’s is a Re Ee Ww & cl 

wisdom and experience to express to others what bw Hi i Q 
he is truly thinking. In the President’s case, those 

are precisely the thoughts his handlers DON’T 
want expressed! Like the thoughts found in these... 

—_ 
7 = = -\. ; SaSrE 

ths ahead, I look forward ia not a divider. 

vain, secure in the knowledge 
* not a damn thing the voters 

“J am a uniter, 

And any bastard 
who says 

ay ‘Nyah nyah nyah! 
ay ‘Nyah 1 

dead...” termer and you're no 
-- 

otherwise can di 

melt yg nation is guided by a power 
much higher than any of us here, by 
which I mean the oil industry...” 

— : = ics who claimed ae ¢ _F 
“There were even. Sone aa aeration y] J ’ \ } fe e vit looks like it'll be four 

that Osama ee election. I stand if S\ 3 —, ‘ BM more years before | go ae 
| captured right before ae fact that we still \ a ; ” \ — , SW the payroll at Halliburton... 

” DW here today vindica
ted by 

nave no idea where
 he is..." 

“This election was not 
only about electing a 
President. It was also 
oon electing enough 

‘ongressmen to . . 
| 

; gi; 
° q . ' ) « k Senator Kerry 

com an | : : 
t : 

; T than! hell, what dol mathematically 
Z ~ 

) nes tk = 

athena 
— 2 f | need to thank him for?..- 

- “ihope tient “f offer my deepest thanks to Vice President Cheney igh pub ae 

whose daughter's sexually deviant lifesty's 00 geeks now see how | 
| much of the spotlight Das ae ie Utterly worthless | personal lives of my daughters. a your little hobby is 

z 

In the real world...» 
ars Ex 

“We are all Americans iKolet ‘ay, whether 

: 

you are black or white: male or ee 4 " 
, » 

| 
= = 

whether you call Jesus . e rd Dean F pifclebal KedcoMoyar-ve a a of Howa! i destined for eternal hellfire...” \ : ‘Yeaeeeaaaaagh!” 

ARTIST: SAM SISCO WRITER: JEFF KRUSE 49 
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THE GRIM VEEPER DEPT. 

We haven't been paying a lot of attention to this, but we're pretty sure Vice President Dick Cheney has had something like 37 heart attacks in his life. One reason 
for our uncertainty is that the Bush White House hasn't been exactly forthcoming with information regarding the Vice President's health. (Theyre probably afraid of 
causing some sort of national hysteria if people thought Cheney wouldn't be around to tell “W" what to do and say!) We're sure all of America joins us in wondering... 

Throbbing Muscle strain from 

erg to wet face le Bust 
his 10 so he could ™ explains how his tax 
speak to Bush a | proposal won't just 
on Bush's level henefit the richest 

) 1% of Americans 

laryngitis from PAs _ 
straining his voice ( Unremoved 
coaching Bush on the “ angioplasty 
proper pronunciation balloon which 
of the word “coronary” has somehow 

contorted into the 
shape of a poodle 

Sore elbow from 
hudging Attorney 
General Ashcroft 
every time he 
Starts to tell a 
racist joke while 
Colin Powell's 
in the room 

Undigested ballots 
eaten during the 
Florida recount 

Cocaine-filled 

condom he 

Carpal Tunnel ee 

Peeslauidptee ate i Bush constantly casting 
“No” votes in 
Congress on issues 
like gun control, ; . 
protecting the envi- Let's just say if he 

ronment and equal doesn't take Bob 

rights for women Dole’s advice, he 
may never “pass 
legislation” with 
wife Lynne again 

Bruises from 
repeated knee 
slappings when 
he heard about — Broken foot from 
Jesse Jackson's kicking himself for 
illegitimate child Not just running for 

. president, since he’s 
ARTIST: SCOTT BRICHER doing the job anyway 

WRITER: GREG LEITMAN 



The West Wing's President Bartlet is quite a guy — he’s honorable, dignified and heroic — even when he lies! Yes, he's that rare 
politician we actually like. The only problem is that he’s fictional. Which brings us to the current inhabitant of the Oval Office, 
George W. Bush, who we wish was fictional! The bad news is he’s real and he's different from Bartlet in lots of other important 
ways too, as we astutely point out with... 

—____ IN THE___ 

BARTLET 
WEST. WING... ( 

eee 

In the bE 
nen In 

| ‘| ( | PSM Sir. my results show that you can destroy the environment ut 
| 

| ~== and relax safety standards for i {4 7, | school lunches, and your poll — 
LZ 

|_numbers will actualy riset p=" if 
),, (Se : } ps ES ai F = J} 
Px i if yf 

f 
zn j | | I “t_{é , 

Ne Sie. 
«+.the President’: i 

__ the President's pollster is deaf. 
‘sident’s pollster is dumb, 

ARTIST: DREW FRIEDMAN WRITER: DESMOND DEVLIN: 53 



from the bathroom | 
want us to move the 6" 
Fleet off the coast of 
China and put all our 
troops in the Middle 
East on the highest 

alert possible! 

ead a 
e-charge recovering alcoholi

c. 

| Oh my God, 
I've disgraced 

LH) the office of 
Lincoln! 

Mr. President, by failing 
to disclose your illness 

to the public you may have 
violated Federal Law! 

~_..the President is in a moral quandary because he hid his 

brain disorder from his staff and the countr
y. 

the Americans who 

supported me! 

aathe President is a composite of JFK's idealism, FDR's strength 

in the face of adversity, and like Ronald 
Reagan, became 

President by easily winning the election. 

LS 
++ oil's the President who's a recovering alcoholic. 

| believe I'm makin g the 
right decision to bring 
the solution to an end! 

I give my heartfelt i] 
sy thanks to all the 
| Supreme Court Justices }j 

who supported me! 

wthe President is a composite of P t is a compe Herbert Hoover's econoi 
Richard Nixon’ 's credibility, and like Gerald Ford, — 

President without winning an election, 



Of course | amt | just realized 
that in next season's 

~..the Presidents secretary was killed by a drunk driver. 

in the BARTLET WEST WING... In the 

~..the President comes from a proud family of " ~ 

New England pioneers. ++-the President comes from a proud family of 
New England vacationers, 

cs 4 

Well, there's only one way 

~..because this isn’t my 
ma to be sure. Start drilling 

bere it's tie peoules 
‘UE up pean anes and 

jouse, an ey're a \\ 
intil oil is 

damn great landlord! 
leat. [SPraving out of Lincoin’s ear! 

_in the BARTLET WEST 

the President believes that deep 

is a noble decency in every American, oil in 
every decent looking part of America. 
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When I agreed to run with you. | E | 

you promised me you'd be dead} 7 | take care of this, 
| it’s only a small war! I'd 

or incapacitated by now! It’s time |) | | 

you held up your end of t | janta'to bother hin ciation 
he deal! — | : = j he's in the middle of his 

1} NET best game of Doom ever! a 

These people are AMERICANS. 
and their ancestors came here 

seeking freedom, and they deserve 
this highway project because past 

‘administrations haven't given 
a DAMN about their commute! 

Executive ++ -they'd have us believe that bun “they'd have us believe that all of the 
we do now will keep the air clean and pure, Branch's motives are clear and pure. 

In the BARTLET WEST WING... 
In the 

You tell those blowhard 
hypocrites that Ill fight } 

[ 

for every last citizen to f guy. I'm gonna 

protect their rights to j } all you, 

safe and affordable 
_“Big Guy"! 

gardening equipment! 

You're a big 

Of Congress nicknames, 



A syou listen to President GeorgeW. Bush i Asyaull reset |. Bush and hisadministration, i we vee weene tf ion, you may noticea sort of biz i s Mediate vows =e ‘oa potent iearolodte emras racic childlike reality in which the only rul 

| dé | u .coess to oil and curry favor with their ultra-right cota Latta eng Sista Dube inal way, sit back and enjoy. Pee 
is to 

THE STRANGE SIMILARITIES BETWEEN = S. 

~'Bush Administration’ 
World of D 

our senior citizens 
You are giving © 

prescription dru
g coverage under 

Medicare... You have doubled the 

child tax credit from $500 to 

$1,000, reduced the marriage 

penalty, begun to phase out the 

death tax, reduced taxes on capi- 

tal gains and stock dividends, cut 

taxes on small businesses. and you 

lowered taxes for every 

‘American who pays income taxes... 

Younger workers should have the 

opportunity to build a nest egg by 

saving part of their Social Security 

taxes in a personal retirement 

account...[ will send you @ budget 

that funds the war, protects the 

homeland, and meets important 

domestic needs, while limiting 

the growth in discretionary spend- 

ing to less than 4 percent. By doing 

so, we can cut the deficit in half 

over the next five years.” 

President George W. Bush, 

January 20, 2004 

have 

WRITER: DESMOND DEVLIN 

State of the Union, 

ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER 

“Toole at me! Look at me! Look at me NOW! 

It is fun to have fun but you have to know in 

I can hold up the cup and the milk and the es e! 

I can hold up these books! And the fish on “ “ ( 

I can hold the toy ship and a little toy ad “a 

And look! With my tail, I can hold a red fan! 

I can fan with the fan as I hop on the ball! 

But that is not all. Oh, no. That is not all. > 

THE CAT IN THE HAT 
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5 Your tactics only aid terror- ists, for they erode our national 
ish our resolve, 

ca’s friends.” Worney General John Ashcrof,, December 6, 209] 

“SILENCE” The King of the Turtles barked back. 

“I’m king, and you're only a turtle named Mack. 

You stay in your place while I sit here and rule.” 

YERTLE THE TURTLE 

“T'm not going to chan, 
accommodate. | won’t 
my point of view.” 

President George Wi Bush, February 7, 2004 

ge, see? I’m not trying to 
change my Philosophy or 

“Never budge! That’s my rule. Never budge in the least! 

Not an inch to the west! Not an inch to the east! 

I'll stay here, not budging! I can and I will 

If it makes you and me and the whole world stand still!” 

THE ZAX 

“Please, sir. I don’t like this trick, sir. 

My tongue isn’t quick or slick, sir.” 

“I’m sure something will Pop into my 
head here in the midst of this press con- 
ference, with all the pressure of trying to 
come up with answer, but it hadn't 
yet...1 don’t want to sound like I have 
made no mistakes. I’m confident I have. I 
just haven’t — you just put me under 
the spot here, and maybe I’m not as 
quick on my feet as I should be in com- 
ing up with one.” 

President George W. Bush, 
April 14, 2004 

“Treally 
liberators, Pye talkes 

hite House...) 
ple of Iraq is th 
they want to get 
and they will 
United States w 
Vice President 

r Set on the Ppeo- nere is NO question but what rid of Saddam Hussein, as liberators the 
ne to do that.” 
ey, March 16, 2003 

‘hen we com 
Dick Chen 

€ med. 
“There is no question but that they would be bse eg 

Jo bi 10 Afghanistan, the people were in the stree' 3 ae 

ia mat cheering, flying kites, and doing ee i ae 

Ge e al t them do. 
th re Taliban and the al-Qaeda would aoe eae

 

i Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, February 20, 
Ne) K " 

“Most Iraqis welcomed us We glowed with pleasure at trend is in our favor” 
US, Administrator in Baghdad L, Paul Bremer, 

September 24, 2003 

as liberators, and 
that welcome, .. the 

“At sunrise, we'll drive into Solla Sollew 

And you'll have no more troubles. I promise. I do. 

But, when dawn finally came and the darkness got light, 

That wonderful city was nowhere in sight. 

Instead of the city, we ran into trouble. 

Our camel was sick and he started to bubble.” 

I HAD TROUBLE IN GETTING TO SOLLA SOLLEW 
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ween al-Qaeda and 

‘Any implication that this behavior was ae sctinguish bet 
cvou can’t distinguish And « & 4 z 
“You can’t distin about the war on terror Ang It was inconsistent with the values | py miemPr ct s 
Saddam whe"? on that is — 1 can’t make a a “Whether this one was that one...or that one was this one of our nation. It was inconsistent with y eirection in the chain of command or by 
so it’s a comparison "Ns the two, because they re : 5 the ings of the Saar any pressure to get interrogati e 
be +t distinguish between the two Or which one was what one...or what one was who. s teachings of the tary...And from Washington, D.C., is at i aa ane can 2 scinaah it was certainly fundamentally un- righ ; > is absolutely just not 25, 2002 THE SNEETCHES American.” right. I mean, that is not how it works at all... 

This is a failure of individuals. ..1 frankly think 
that we'll work our way through this just fine,” 

Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman 
Gen. Richard Myers, May 7, 2004 

gs bad.” ee 
both cone George W. Bush, September Presid 

Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, 
May 7, 2004 

“But neither Bartholomew Cubbins, nor King Derwin 

himself, nor anyone else in the Kingdom of Didd could 

ever explain how the strange thing happened. They only 

other than comp’ prime contracts could say it just ‘happened to happen,’ and was not very 
surements for the ; 

the procurem' ase Paul Wolfov likely to happen again.” reretary of Defer Sire Hite Li 4 
Deputy Secretary December 5, 200 . a —% 

. AN j : ZG Z THE 500 HATS OF BARTHOLOMEW CUBBINS 

ys 

ic interest to use sssary in the public in 
essary in the P ve procedures i” 

etiti “Tt is nec 

My fellow Americans: Major combat 

operations in Iraq have ended. 

President George W. Bush, May 1, 2003 

“The rabbit felt mighty important that day 

On top of the hill in the sun where he lay. 

He felt SO important up there on that hill 

That he started in bragging, as animals will.” 

THE BIG BRAG 
nls 

45) “Tealled all my broth md uncles and aunts 

_dadieaia, ‘Listen here! H Wonderful chance 
Se once-ler Family to get might ol 

Get over here fast! Take the road to North Nitch.” 

ss THE LORAX 



People 
who want 

to toss in the 
towel were wrong 
yesterday, they‘re 
wrong today, and 
they'll be wrong 

tomorrow... 

face it, things in Iraq are going about as well as Kevin 

panes rap eat At this point, 
though, we're in too deep for 

the people in charge to start admitting they've ma
de a mistake. 

(We're talking about the war, but it ap
plies to Federline, too.) 

So they're stuck with the same lame explanations defending hah
 

war — but by now, even THEY don’t believe what they're saying! 

Deep, deep in their hearts, though, they know the whole truth — 

and it’s time they share with the rest of the world... 

insurgency 
Major combat We grieve for is ii neat yn is in the last 

operations in Iraq the families of those proven 
have ceased... who lost their lives in ry aye _ tight 

then the es 
insurgency will 

take over. 

meCeee 

vs though 
we aren't 
above 

smearing them 
if they start 
to protest 
too loudly. 

) 

-..50 all the 
casualties from 

now on will be strictly 
from the minor 

operations. 

Nay sometime ¥ 
in 2007. } x 

Zz 

Criticizing ry 

a president than fifteen years, 
during time of Laden can run, but twenty ioe : 
war borders he cannot hide. 

We salute 
the brave men 

and women of the 
armed forces... 

( ) 
C ...unless that 
. President is a 

Y_ Democrat. 

September 11th 
changed 

everything... 
...because 

saluting them 
doesn’t cost us 
anything — invade Iraq, 
unlike, say, : r which were 

adequate body. Ni? laid out long 
armor. h i before the 

first Tower 
fell. 

our plans to 

WRITER: JEFF KRUSE 
ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER 63 



EY PINNING ISN’T EVERYTHING, IT’S THE ONLY THING DEPT. 

Kids need role models — especially kids who are troubled, directionless 

and not that smart. (And if you're reading MAD, you probably fit the 
bill!) So thank heavens we have a President these kids can look up 
to and emulate! After all, who better for troubled, directionless and not 
that smart kids to learn from than one of their own! So, in an effort to 

get these young losers on the fast track to success, we proudly present: 

THE PROBLEM: 
YOU NEED MORON FROM YOUR FOLKS 

What do you mean, 
you need more money? 
What happened to the 

twenty bucks | gave you? 

PROBLEM: 

rou ne a EAR KILLED 
YOURSELF 

DOING A JACKASS-STYLE STUNT 

What are you 
doing? You have a 
term paper due 
tomorrow and 

you're busy trying 
to break your neck! 

ARTIST: AMANDA CONNER, 

THE SOLUT, B DUBYA’S “Sociay ces GOING BUST” SNowJoBr 

| know some in this house don't see it as a 
problem, but the truth is, more money is going out 
than coming in. Pretty soon my fund will be flat 

busted, bankrupt, unless you act now. I'm looking 
forward to working with you on this problem. 

E SOLUTION: 

Ai G000 OL’ FOREIGH 

POLICY CHIN MUSIC! 

THE (UNEXPLAINA BLE RESULT: 
2S ee ee 

Son, your down-to-earth 
candor has turned me 

around on this issue. Here's 
another twenty bucks! 

(BAFFLING) 
THRESULT: 

Look, | know I've made some decisions that were 
unpopular. Sometimes in this world you make 
unpopular decisions because you think they're 
right. | don't think you want a son who tries to 

be popular and does the wrong thing. 

WRITER: MARK CANTRELL 

‘Once again your 
country homilies run 
rings around my logic. 
Here, let me put some 

Bactine on those wounds. 
You stay the course! 

Sy 

COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN 

HE PROBLEM: HE SOLUTION: THE (PERPLEXING) 
YOU WE BEE MAILED pues HARON Fm RESULT: 

Gosh darnit, son, your 
hoyish smile and folksy 

attitude make it impossible 
for me to doubt you! 

Your math teacher says 
you haven't shown up for 
class for a week. What do 

you have to say for yourself? 

1 spent my time and | went to class. | did the 
duty necessary. Any allegations other than that 
are simply not true, | read the comments from 
the guy who said he doesn't remember me 
being there, but | remember being there. 

THE PROBLEM: THE SOLUTION: YOU'VE FLUNKED Every DUBIN'S “NO CHILD tenon yy» 
SUBJECT AGAR BAMBOOZLE? pele 

| | ean believe all he 
V || F's you got. How do you 
| explain this? 

THE (61ZARRO 
RESULT.” 

Mary, your frank and 
earnest explanation 

makes me wonder how 
| could have doubted you. 
The system has obviously 

failed you. It's time to 
picket the school board! 

There's a problem in the public education 
system in America. They're just shuffling too many 

kids through the system, year after year, grade 

after grade, without learning the basics. What can 
| say? The system is leaving me behind. 



HE PRO! 
io VE BEEN BUS 
BASEBALL IN THE U 

What kind of moron 
plays baseball indoors? 

What the hell were 
you thinking? 

PROBL 
OUBLE FOR rai IG MOVES ON Yo 

E 
TR 
IN 

Courtney says she 

was minding her own 
business, when you 

used something called 
“The People’s Elbow” 

on her. This is absolutely 
unacceptable! 

BLEM: 
TED PLAYING 
iviNG ROOM 

THE SOLUTION: | 
TS DRUGGIN’ £ DRINKIN’ 

ia. + SHOKESCREEN! 

“/( itis irrelevant what | did twenty to thirty 
minutes ago. What's relevant is that | have 
learned from any mistakes | made. | do not 
want to send signals to anybody that what 

| did thirty minutes ago is cool to try. 

THE SOLUTION: : 
DUBYA’S “No WEGOnNe? | 

STONEWALL! / 
a — 

The best way to protect myself against her is to) 
stay on the offense. See, evidently some must | 

think that you can negotiate with her, you can talk 
sense to her, you can hope that she changes. 

That's not what | know, What this points up to is 
that she’s an enemy which hates what | stand for. 
It's a different kind of war. And that's the reality. 

—£ 

HEAD-SCRATCHING) 
RES' : 

You're right - we've all 
made mistakes in the past. 
And it's not fair to judge you 
based on those old errors. 
| was wrong to dredge up 

those youthful indiscretions! 

Your confident, 
direct manner 

speaks to wisdom. 
And Courtney, 

Vil be keeping my 
eye on you! 



When our nation’s forefathers framed the basics of O N LY A 
our government, they believed that a two-party a 
system would play an integral part in the 
preservation of our republic. (The fools!) 
One wonders what Washington, Jefferson [24 
and that kite-flyin’ Franklin would say if a 
they could see how both political parties 
have become so blinded by special 
interests and hatred for the other 
guy that their positions have 
become laughable! 
For instance... 

POSSIBLY 
BELIEVE... 

& (VOL. 2) 
ARTIST: PAUL COKER 
WRITER: RUSS COOPER 

...@ philandering President is somehow more impeachment- 
worthy than a senile, arms-for-hostages trading President. 

Only cg REPUBLICAN Could Possibly Believe... 

...Clarence Thomas: Repulsive, woman-abusing pervert! 
Bill Clinton: re-electable good ol’ boy! 

...@ purse-carrying, lavender little creature with the universal symbol for 
«the Sixties was a self-obsessed, self-indulgent decade, homosexuality over its head is in no way, shape or form a gay character. 

Qs opposed to, say, those selfless, altruistic Eighties. 67 



Only a DEMOCRAT Could Possibly Believe... 

Only co REPUBLICAN Could Possibly Believe... 

...that someone who can’t define what the meaning of “is” is, is 
somehow superior fo someone who can’t spell potato. 

...the fact that they can’t come up with anyone who can 
beat a wife-cheating, bad-sax-playing, bimbo-boffing, patho- 
logically-lying hillbilly is somehow the public’s fault...the Only a DEMOCRAT Could Possibly Believe... 

liberal media’s fault...anybody’s fault but their own. 

Only a REPUBLICAN Could Possibly Believe... 

...with the unemployment rate at its lowest level, the stock market at its highest 
level and the overall best economy in 30 years, that it’s “time for a change.” ...Barbra Streisand breaking her silence and publicly 

supporting the President is any more helpful to his 
image than him getting caught banging interns. 

Only a REPUBLICAN Could Possibly Believe... 

SS 

Only ac DEMOCRAT Could Possibly Believe... 

..-that Mary Matalin, a sneering, shrewish, mean-spirited, » . 
condescending, one-note, spin-doctoring, ice-veined ‘nad- ...that James Carville, a jittery, pseudo-Cajun, chrome-domed, platitude- 
nosher, is who you want representing your party’s line. spewing, inappropriate-chuckle-sprinkling, one-note, spin-doctoring 

doofoid, is who you want representing your party's line. 



Only a REPUBLICAN Could Possibly Believe... 

«the way fo turn around their fortunes, to fire up the 
crowd — Mr. Charisma: George W. Bush! Woo hoo! 

Only ac DEMOCBAT Could Possibly Believe... 

Only ac REPUBLICAN Could Possibly Believe... 

Mr. Excitement: Al Gore! Woo hoo! 
...the way fo continue their current successful wild run - 

J ne, Oe 
«the worse the actor, the better the leader. 

Only a DEMOCRAT Could Possibly Believe... 

Only a REPUBLICAN Could Possibly Believe... 

...fhere’s no hypocrisy whatsoever in twice-divorced 
politicians lecturing us about family values. 

...bombings that begin right after scandal 
revelations are “purely coincidental.” 

Only co DEMOCRAT Could Possibly Believe... 

..:"I feel your pain” is any less laughable a motto than “A 

thousand points of light,”"Read my lips,” or “Just say no!” 



5 AN IMAGE FAKEOVER DEPT. 

That good ol’ boy George W. Bush is going around the Presidential campaign trail calling 
himself a “Compassionate Conservative.” This line is now being adopted by the rest of 
those stone-hearted right wing boobs. But what exactly isa Compassionate Conservative? 
The very term is an oxymoron! But at the risk of tipping the election, we now expose... 

The Compassionate Conservative The Compassionate Conservative The Compassionate Conservative 
believes in arresting illegal works quietly behind the refuses to hear death 
immigrants and sending them —— scenes to keep blacks from row appeals based on 
back to where they came from... =i joining his country club... DNA evidence... 

.«.but makes an exception 4 LAS ..but makes absolutely sure 
for the Mexican he employs = knows it was because of es the condemned men have 

as a gardener at one-half him that those same their choice of a last meal 
the minimum wage. blacks’ teenage sons got and of either a lethal 

steady summer employment injection or the electric chair. 
as caddies and busboys. 

The Compassionate Conservative 
locks out his workers when 

they try to unionize... 

The Compassionate Conservative The Compassionate Conservative 
makes a fiery speech delivers the keynote address 
denouncing homosexuality... 7 at an NRA dinner... 

MAX KORN 
QuinousTRies és 

«but provides each of them «but is careful to omit the A + but leaves early to write 
with a free Thanksgiving words “fag,” “homo” and other condolence notes to the 
turkey every one of the four derogatory phrases he uses parents of the most recent 

years they’ve been picketing. Aree Rice wus when talking with his friends. |  wrrrer: eran sacops high school shooting victims. 
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ES OF TEXAS ARE UPON EPT. 

My fellow Americans, my Presidential coronation... 
uh, | mean, campaign...has been affected by rumors, innuendo and 
scurrilous fact. And so | have asked for this time to address the public. 

lam here to deal with allegations of past drug use with full candor. 
lam here to answer the main question of the day. What is cocaine? 

Its defined as “a white, bitter, crystalline alkaloid.” Furthermore, 
| am stating here today in plain view of the voters, that its chemical 
composition is represented as C}7H2;NOg,. | trust that this fully answers 
the charges against me. 

I cannot undo history. The George W. Bush of 1974 is not the 
George W. Bush of 2000. That first George W. Bush, man, was he a 
total burnout. You wouldn't trust that hophead to walk your dog. 
But the George W. Bush of 2000 is ready to lead this nation. And the 
George W. Bush of 2000 wholeheartedly supports the phony, corrupt, 

unwinnable “War on Drugs.” | support the words of Nancy Reagan: 
“Just say no comment.” 

Although the media is obsessed with innuendo and gossip, | believe 

that the regular person is simply not interested. And that’s what I've 
told the last 275 people who asked me about this scandal. Nobody's 
interested. 

I hear these rumors, and | have to snort. | mean, laugh. It sickens me 
to see a Presidential election tainted by politics. My friends, this is 

a dirty, dirty game, and George W. Bush just wont play. Not unless | 
can be the racecar. You guys can forget the thimble, or the top hat. 

And so, | refuse to dignify these unsavory accusations by answering 
them. And | shall refuse to answer tomorrow. And | plan to call a press 
conference next Tuesday where | will again refuse to answer. 

ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER 
WRITER: DESMOND DEVLIN 

All right, that’s not working. Let me 
answer in this way. I did not use 

drugs from October 2, 1970 through 

December 12th, then again from 
December 14 through the 30th. 
Starting in 1971, | abused no drugs 

whatsoever in January, April, May, or 

September. August 1972 was another 

good month for George W. Bush. 

As for '73 and ‘74, I'm going to have 
to ask someone. Its a total blur. 

| believe that my frank talk puts this 

foolishness behind me, and I can get on 
with the important business of shaking 
soft money out of my dad‘ friends. 
And the public agrees. They want to 
hear me talk about my policies. 

The economy! Social Security! 

Education! Moving forward to the 

next century! These are indeed things. 

Did | mention “Social Security’? 

The people want to hear my positions on 

the issues. And as soon as | get myself 

‘one of those, | will be discussing it. 

Okay, how about this one. | have 
“made mistakes.” But | never got 

caught... mean, “I have learned from my 
mistakes.” Wink, wink. Get it? 

To the 28,000 prisoners in my own state of Texas who were arrested 

for cocaine in 1998, | would say this. Follow my example. Learn 
from your mistakes. Of course, I'll be learning from my mistakes while 

riding my private jet, while you'll be learning from your mistakes 

while kneeling in front of a 280-pound sociopath named Armond. 

But it is from our differences that the American mosaic stays strong. 

To those who would say that America cannot trust a man who 
hides his past, that America cannot accept a man who got rich quick 

on insider deals, that America cannot respect a man who ducked 
military service by getting his dad to put him in the National 

Guard, | have a simple answer. Tax cuts! Tax cuts, tax cuts, tax 

cuts! Vote for me, and there’ a little something in it for you. 

| believe in a higher power that protects us all. And that power is 

the obscene privilege | was granted at birth. God is pretty useful, 
too. And whatever mistakes | may have made, | have shown remorse 

and I have been forgiven. Yes, | have a “Get Out of Hell Free” card. 

America needs a President of character, a President of morality, 

a President of values. And | will be all three of these Presidents. 

George W. Bush has a vision for America. Years ago, | had a shaky, 

double vision. Today, | am a passed-out conservative. Oh, sorry... 
compassionate conservative. 

I can beat Bill Clinton in 2000. What? Clinton's not running 

anymore? That okay...when you see the Republican TV ads, 
you'll sure think he is. 

1 end with this solemn pledge. George W. Bush vows to rid 

this nation of drugs... if necessary, one ounce at atime! 
God bless the statute of limitations, and God bless America! 
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Hark! The Pundits Do Their Thing 
(Sung to the tune of SS 
‘Hark! The Herald a Angels Sing”) \ 

Hark! The pundits do their thi 
Cokie raps with Larry King; 

Novak yaks on Meet the Pres-s; 
Rush aes off, on wee mn 

See, Cas Ventura 
(Sung to the tune of 
“Frosty the Snowman”) 

Jess-e Ventura 
Minnesota's King of Crunch; 
Has the GOP in a strangle-hold, 

a I» And eats Democrats for lunch! 

int Jess-e Ventura 
Very seldom is profound, 

eT Which is no surprise 
= When you re-a-lize 

= That his brain is muscle-bound! p> 
On and on, without a care — 
Filling the tube with more hot air; His bonehead way of mouthing off 

We quickly came to know; 
At times, we even hankered for 
The return of Ross Perot! 

Yet, 
Jess-e Ventura 
He may run for Prez, that’s true, 

——__ But he'll only win 
If the fix is in — 

> 7) 4” Like on wrestling Pay-Per-View! 

iii) = 

Talking heads heard ev'ry where — 
Filling the tube with more hot air! 
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We three creeps from Washington are — 
Five long years...we worked for Ken Starr; 

Sneaking, spying, 
Probing, prying 

Tapping phones near and far! 

Oh-h-h-h-h — 
Starr got funding, Starr got nod; 
Starr played big-shot; Starr played God; 

Stumbling, bumbling, 
Cases crumbling — r) 

Starr got nowhere; Starr a clod! 

We three creeps from Washington are — 
Night and day we worked for Ken Starr; 

Leaking phon-y 
Test-i-mony — 

Scumbags are what we are! 

Oh-h-h-h-h — 
Starr grilled Willey; Starr grilled Tripp; 
Starr not savvy; Starr not hi 

Stumbling, bumbling, 
Cases crumbling — 

Starr sought verdict; Starr got zip! 

You better take care — You better watch out — [A broad's on the wa: with plenty of clout — Hillary is coming to town! 
The Speeches she makes Are sounding sincere; That Whitewater stuffs 2 “GOP smear” — Hillary is coming to town! 

'€ a Sood to stay far away Fon Bill 
She's stumpi 

' 
ping New York ong though she’s a whiz, | he still doesn’t know peas Buffalo is — illary is coming to town! 



EX IT's A DEM SHAME DEPT. 

Back in issue #398, some bleeding heart writer hijacked the pages of MAD for the purpose of exposing the hypocrisy of so-called Compassionate 
Conservatives. As a result, we were inundated with letters of complaint, both of which pointed out that, hey, there’s just as much, if not more, hypocrisy 
in certain species of the political left, such as the famous (even infamous) Hollywood Liberal! So, in the interests of equal time, we hereby present... 

A Hollywood Liberal is so se Bollymoed Liberals A Hollywood Liberal believes 
outraged at the way big business elo whorl Seen iaer in the First Amendment right 
and the wealthy throw money 4 ning . of Free Speech for all... 
at Republican politicians... possible to help out the unions... 

FIQLLYWOOD SUPPORTS" 
MOUNT BNATIONAL 

ER@ea)D 

BR RCRA S 

Kay Ni NW 
* . Tight after he gets back from 

..that they can’t stop fuming js making his latest movie in a non- 
about it during their bi-monthly union state like North Carolina or 
$25,000-a-plate fundraisers at Arizona, with scab film crews who 
Barbra Streisand’s to benefit undercut their L.A. counterparts 
Democratic candidates! by 50% or more! 

7. ooo 

| ; 

..except Dr. Laura Schlessinger! 

A Hollywood Liberal is against 
the school voucher system, which 
would result in millions of kids 
deserting the public Schools... 

A Hollywood Liberal pins al 
of the blame for Columbine-like 
massacres on the NRA... 

A Hollywood Liberal rails 
stridently in favor of letting women 
have control over their bodit 

ciisal 

Gears 
MA N 

Ee @ =| PRIVATE SCHO! 

..except when they’re 

pressuring actresses into getting 
boob jobs, face lifts and tummy 
tucks if they want the part. 

. leaving hardly anyone dumb ...but none of the blame on the 

enough to sit through all their bloody, ultra-violent flicks that 

illiterate, moronic crap movies! he and his buddies crank out! 

ARTIST: RICK TULKA WRITER: MIKE SNIDER. 



SLIME TRAVEL DEPT. 

U.S. President has had to deal with a vari- 
ety of challenges and lead the country through 
many crises, Some have triumphed, others have 
failed. All of which got us to wondering — what if 
Bill Clinton had been Chief xecutive in times 
past? Well, history buffs, wonder no more as MAD 
careens through the eons of time to present 

ABRAHAM CLINTON -1865 

PRESIDENT DENIES HIDING BEHIND 

FIRST LADY AT FORD’S THEATER 

WASHINGTON - April 17. President 
Clinton today repudiated charges that he 
deliberately ducked behind First Lady 
Mary Todd Rodham Clinton to avoid being 
shot by John Wilkes Booth at Ford's 
Theater three days ago. 

ft just didn't happen that wi 
told reporters. "When Booth shouted ‘Sic 
semper tyrannis’ I thought he said, ‘Te takes 

ze’ and wanted to meet the author.” (It 
rakes a Village is the title of the late First 

most recent, and apparently last, 
“Rather than dwell on what hap- 

pened, I think the First Lady's wishes would 
be to continue healing the nation’s wounds 
after the Civil War through a series of tax 
cuts targeted to aid the middle class.” —_ 

Clinton is also expected to use the fact 
that Booth used a flintlock pistol to press 
Congress for quick passage of the Brady 
Bill, a gun-control measure named for Civil 
War photographer Matthew Brady, who 
took countless photographs of military men 
holding flintlocks 

Clinton app. 

ments by several eyewitness 
ionally used h 

saw Booth’s gun. 
‘Dishonest Abe’ for nothing,” said one 
observer. The controversy has led to the 

Starr, Starr’s Grand Jury is expected to hear 
testimony today from Vernon Jordan, a 

cently freed slave and the President's 
friend, who is expected to back the 
President's explanation of the events leading, 

“With the first Indy out of the way, 
Clinton's now a single man and can ph 
der right out in the open,” said a 
Washington insider. “Not that it made any 
difference before.” 

Despite the seriousness 
Clinto: 
ishingly high. The latest poll shows that 
81% of the people consider him an “excel- 
lent” President. No southern states were 
included in the poll, however. 

ion contradicted state- 

who said he 

s wife as a shield when he 

hey don't call him 

special prosecutor, Ezekiel 

of the charges, 
overall popularity remains aston~ 

THOMAS JEFFERSON CLINTON - 1806 

President Clinton and late First lady Hillary, shown Friday at 
an informal press conference unveiling the President's new bat. 
‘Just hours later, the tragic shooting occurred at Ford's Theater 

~ CLINTON DENIES INVOLVEMENT IN LOUISIANA-GATE SCANDAL 

President 
Territory yesterday 
whom Clinton ident 
they both had an interest in exploring the lay of the land. 

80 

He and Miss Gennifer Flot 
Clinton visiting the controversial Louisiana 

rs, left, 
ied as his unpaid consultant, said 

WASHINGTON ~— May 30. President 

Clinton today claimed innocence 
regarding shady land dealings in 
the newly acquired Louisiana 
Territory. Despite the denials, spe- 
cial prosecutor Alexander Hamilton 
Starr vowed to carry on his investi- 
gation of White House involvement. 

According to sources close to the 
probe, documents exist describing a 
deal between the President and 
explorers Meriwether Lewis 
McDougal and William Clark 
McDougal. The three men are 
accused of secretly acquiring thou- 
sands of acres of the choice wilder- 
ness recently purchased from 
France to be sold at a profit to inde- 
pendent land developers. The devel- 
opers allegedly contributed $100,000 
to a so-called “flush fund” used by 

Clinton to install experimental 

indoor plumbing in his Monticello 
mansion. 

“This is just a land speculation 
deal that I lost money on,” said 
Clinton. “Besides, | had nothing to 
do with it. My wife put this deal 
together.” Investigators consider 
this statement highly suspect, as 
women aren't allowed to own real 
estate. Starr is also looking into a 
possible connection between the 
land deal and the recent mysterious 
dueling death of Vincent Foster, the 
First lady's law associate. 

Despite the scandal, the 
President's popularity has reached 
an all-time high, the latest polls 
showing that 81% of the American= 
people give him an “excellent” on-= 
the-job rating. 

Afier discussing the massacre at 

IF BILL CLI NTON HAD BEEN 
PRESIDENT T HROUGH HISTORY 

BENJAMIN HARRISON CLINTON - 1890 

President 
founded Knee today, 

clinton. asks reporters to leave so he and an 
unnamed White House intern can review the Oval Office Log. 

PRESIDENT HOLDS U.S. ARMY 

BLAMELESS AT WOUNDED KNEE : 

MASSACRE IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
Cites Faulty Peace Pipe Process 

Clinton refus 

Knee, South Dakota today. 
’s true that before troops opened 

al elders.” he explained. “But unde 

order, none of our officers inhale 

no alternative.” 

FRANKLIN DELANO CLINTON - 1941 

PRESIDENT SAYS SLOW 
ATTACK HAS NOTHING TO 
WASHINGTON - Dec. 14. Addressing 

a joint session of Congress last night, 
President Clinton called for an all-out 
declaration to consider how to best 
respond to last week's unprovoked 
attack on Pearl Harbor by the 
Japanese, which resulted in the sinking 
of over 20 naval vessels and the deaths 
of approximately 3,000 American mili- 
tary personnel. 

Critics immediately charged that the 
President's slow reaction is directly 
related to the millions of dollars of 
Asian campaign contributions he 
received during the last election. 

In referring to the attack, not the one 
on Pearl Harbor, but the one on his 
character, Clinton began his remarks to 
Congress with “December 7th, 1941 — 
A day which will live in infamy, because 

PHOTO MANIPULATION: MARSHALL VAND RUFF 

of baseless charges made against me 
as part of a vast right-wing conspiracy.” 

Clinton went on to say, “We have to 
learn the reasons why our respected 
Asian friends launched their sneak 
attack before we can respond appropri- 
ately, and to that end | have sent Vice 
President Gore to attend a Buddhist 
Temple fundraiser, er, fact-finding con- 
ference.” 

Despite the seeming lack of decisive 
leadership, President Clinton's popular- 
ity rating is still at an all-time high. The 
rating began rising when he adopted a 
Puppy named Fala last month, 
Following the President's address to 
Congress, Freshman Kansas Senator 
Robert Dole was heard exclaiming, 
“Where's the outrage, where's the out- 
rage?" 

WRITER: FRANK JACOBS 

WASHINGTON — Dec 29. President 

-d to condemn the Army in the 

killing of between 150 and 370 

, women and children at Wounded 

our generals smoked the peace pipe with trib- 

meant the Army wasn’t required to follow any 
treaties, and they started shooting. Besides, 

our intelligence reports indicated the savages 
were manufacturing arrows, tomahawks and 
other weapons of mass destruction. It left us 

Many in Washington are critical of Clinton's 

orde ig troops into action when he himself 
avoided serving in the cavalry by 
year at Oxford University in England. 
unrepentant Clinton commented, 

ending a 
till, an 

When I 
was elected, I pledged to end concern for the 
Indian's welfare as we know it, and Fve ful- 
filled that promise. Now, our nation can get on 
with the business of building a bridge to the 
20th century 

The public seems to be siding with the 
nt polls indicate 81% of the 

population gives him an “excellent” rating as 
Commander-In-Chief. None of the polls were 

President, as rece 

taken on Indian reservations. 

Following his remarks to Congress last night, President Clinton prepares to have a fireside chat with a member of his staff. 

RESPONSE TO PEARL HARBOR 
DO WITH ASIAN CONTRIBUTIONS 
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LO alnel 

Have you seen this book? It’s a collection of letters from our nation’s youth to 
the presidential pets, Buddy the Dog and Socks the Cat! For some reason, Hillary 
Clinton decided to fill the book with precious little questions from precocious little 
children while leaving out the best part — the answers! What? Socks and Buddy 
couldn’t be bothered to write back? Surely they could have taken time out of 
their “busy” schedules of sniffing butts and licking themselves to offer a few... 

RESPONSES to 
KIDS? wif ll 

Thanks for your
 letter! Nour Sam

e 

sounds like a real charac
ter! - 

i ion about missl 
mn afraid your question 

abo ; 

Talo is far too com
 al 

rtise begins and en! 

ae I've forwarded y
our etter and 

the generous check over to 
the plea 

National Committ
ee. \'m sure = ee

 

head there can tell you all a eee 

graphical coordi
nates of San Died! 

stuff like that. 

ST Your most favore
d pal, 

ne Er 
From the Desks 04 S@CK: : Office ; B . 
Dear Ling-Ho: etsy First Canine Buddy 

9 Dear Larry: 

Thanks for your lett: er and the nix Photo of Harley. He looks like aeo Tugged Collie! 
In answer to 
isn’t really 

your question, no, there a White House a that I’m sharing with my ieee Parents are merely employing what is known as a “metaphor,” You know, lik giving someone the “cold shoulder” : the “silent treatment,” tae 
In closing, I hate to 
rush” but I have ieee Pah ee 
All the best, 

Aer wilh 

Office 
of the 

First Canine Buddy 

From the Dekog SBICKS 

Dear Joanne: 

Thank you for your lovely note. 

Yes, | do have my own Secret 

Service detail. In fact, | have nine 

agents assigned to me — one for 

each of my lives. These guys are 

very good at their job and very 

loyal. On more than one midnight 

prowl they've shown their willing- 

ness to take an old shoe for me. 

Yours most sincerely, 

Socks. 

ARTIST: JAMES WARHOLA 

Dear Amanda: 

Thank you for yor 
volume of mail I 
Ject, Iam unable 
individually, 
ny “barking” points: 
O My master did a bad thing. OMy master misled me. 
O My master never a: sk 

lie about it. are 
Biss ming is not sex. 

verybody lies about leg hum; ing. OMy master never asked anyaneh a to get a job for the leg humpee, Qa My master said he was sorry, OTt’s time to move on, 
Please give Rascal a big hug for me. 
Your pal, 3 
Buddy. 

WRITER: JOHN CALDWELL 

ur letter. Due to the 
receive on this sub- 
to answer your letter 

and instead refer you to 

of the 
First Canine “2 ——— 

7 Dear Barry? 
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In Ree ee
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[Gow the Desh of SBCKS 
| 

| 
| Dear Amy: 

| Thanks for writing. Yes, 
your mommy 

is | 

\ right: there are many priceless antiques 
in | 

\ the White House. But you needn't worry 
| 

\ about me destroying any 
century-old 

| 

\ sofas or mahogany 
pureaus. 10 sa

tisfy my | 

| need to claw, 
I've been provided with a 

| 

| stiff wooden scra' 

| bly know him as Vic 

| Please 

tching post. You proba- | 
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give my regards to Farle
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| 
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Our team of crack GadefRakert< 
of today’s biggest neWamakertt 

*'GAUSE OF DEATH 

Aicanie wedgie from lesbian sister 
Candace over his anti-gay views 

Terminal disling cramps from calling Pat 
’ Robertson to get pre-approved opinions B 

x Shot for failing to keep his Contract 
* With America, by one of the 17 

“voters who took i it seriously 

Danie fall: during party to. celebrate 
winning GOP Presidential nomination 

Dies of, shock after one of fis female 
: mates agrees to have sex with him: 

Infected papercut from Ethics Committee. 
“report that totally’ hi 

Bil 

267,398;200:1 

900,000,000: 



THE POSTULATION EXPLOSION DEPT. 

ARTIST: PAUL COKER WRITER: RUSS COOPER ~—_ COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 

OMY ADS EOC RR AAS coup posse se. 

M XNEMOCR JA oa ss HEE. wa \= UBL wy f LIEVE, 

«that our country’s inspirational needs would be best served «+-gays in the military are more morally unacceptable than 

by the mesmerizing oratorial wizardry of Michael Dukakis, Tailhooking, sexually-harassing, misogynistic, give-’em-a pro- 
Walter Mondale or Paul Tsongas. motion-instead-of-the-dishonorable-discharge-they-so-obvious- 

ly-deserve heterosexuals in the military. 87 



«that any budget, plan or social pro- 
gram that the Democrats come up with 

could be any more far-fetched, wrong- 
minded and/or expensive than “Star 

Wars” was. «that “inept-but-well-meaning” is 

somehow preferable to “devious-but- 
good-at-it.” 

HY ADENAG GH Ng tows ess au. 

...that abstinence is the single and only 

acceptable response when it comes to 

sex, but not when it comes to guns, 

alcohol or tobacco. 

... winning a Larry King debate against 

ranting, billionaire mega-loon Ross 
Perot is somehow a big achievement. 

...towering tax cuts as an incentive for 
huge multi-billion dollar corporations — 
yes! 25-cent increase in the minimum 

wage — hell no! 

WY ADEMAO CHR AN retus rassraee.. 

.».the nation is just dying to see how a 

President can handle those really tough 
questions from those issue-obsessed 

MTV audiences. 



ONY AEMAO CHR AN em esse. 
UAE NAC CHR AA reo reser. 

«the best way to support family values 

is by pathologically vetoing every family 
«unwanted fetuses — no! leave/child care bill that wanders in ++allowing prayers in school might 
Spotted owls — hell, yes! their sight. result in adverse peer pressure for those 

who don’t participate...but allowing 
condoms in school won’t. MY ENA CH AN To esse LE, 

sols ...Bob Packwood: Evil, leering, sex- 
«that with all the pork-barrel infested harassing fiend should be drummed out «+. That “Hillary Clinton has no busi- 
backroom sweetheart deals, $600 ham- of office! Ted Kennedy: Uhhmm... ness formulating policy — we didn’t 
mers and fumbling, crumbling S@Ls, elect her!” as if we had any say about 
it’s the $x100-a-month welfare checks Ed Meese, John Sununu, Don Regan or 

that are going to crush the country. Nancy Reagan’s astrologer. 
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FRANK ON A ROLL DEPT. 

Now that you've had your fill of Dan Rather, Ted Koppel, Tom Brokaw and all 
the others spouting off about the Presidential election, it’s time you learned 
the truth. We've scrutinized all three candidates, and found theyre all... UNELECTABLE Un-electable— Un-electable— 

You've been a bust! You're doomed to fail! 
I ble The h we'll miss the jokes ARTIST: RICK TULKA WRITER: FRANK JACOBS (Sung to the tune of “Unforgettable”) 

Un-electable— ough we'll miss the jo! 
You've lost our trust! About Dan Quayle 

a) f= | Un-electable— Un-electable— 
‘re fading fast! That's whi ‘reat! 

What's. the .. use .. of hanging on with you? Debt... we've. . got that’s uncollectable! Youre ding iat Thats where youte-at! 
Down.. the.. tubes... our country’s gone with you! To.. the .. vo-ters youre rejectable! Check out your pati Thank God for that! 

Evry-one... says [—— Read... our. lips—you're unelectable now! 
You blew. it...as Prez! 

Duck-ing .. ques-tions very quick you are! Seems... you.. don’t come off respectable, 
Twice .. as... slick... as Tricky Dick you are! Squeaky-clean ... or disinfectable! 
Not.. on-ly.. you— Face... it, .. Bill, you're unelectable now! 
There’s Hil-lar-y, too! 

Beyond adoubt! 
Un-electable— 
You chickened out! 

Un-electable— 
You had your fling! 

Loads... of ..vo-ters backed you loyally Don't expect aca ae een 
Till.. you. split. . and screwed them royally! From Larry King! "p -. your .. cash—yot ! 
They). bought. your. tpleh Your. . cam-paign’s not resurrectable! 
But you .. weren't. . for! Bye-bye. . Ross, you're unelectable now! 

set Sg, Alfred E. Neuman for President! Sure hes dumb 
But name something smart the others have done! PR @) 



h 4 a Sometimes... e-ven undetectable— Who's electable? Times. . may... be». grim, Now that he’s jumpedin, i ‘ 
Just Alfred E! | But wor-ry? Not him! We all concede! HeS.. the.. one who's most electable now! 

Who’ electable? Don't... put..down.. his imbecility! He’s electable— A rere 

EB not we three! L_ That's. the .. key....to his ability! We're all agreed! LJ Though .. his. . brain is disconnectable, 

a¢ 
°e 



SEEKING HIRE OFFICE DEPT. 

The 1992 presidential race is over! It's time for the losing 
candidates to move on and look for jobs! So may we suggest... 

JoB OPPORTUNITIES FOR 

Did you hear the one 
about the bleeding heart liberal 

who raised taxes? By 

WRITER: ANDREW J. SCHWARTZBERG eect? f Ae 7 i eee 

Never has to worry about his lips being read again, and he already has experience in controlling a dummy! 

DAN QUAYLE Tabloid Journalist 

=] 1 know it’s not a 
7] pretty picture, but 

we can't ignore it 
any longer. 

ARTIST: DREW FRIEDMAN 
th > ; » e 

His indictment of Murphy Brown as an unfit Seems to enjoy explaining pointless graphs and 
mother is an example of what a truly wonder- charts, and his long and tedious infomercials 
ful job he does confusing fact and fiction! were about as exciting as The Weather Channel! 8 



| 

Bi u ave Animals As 
Whoa - M*Cains get a eve” 

oe Seles 
Oj I Kew Shelley long, and a ig debate ratings. 

Miss ALley, You ase 70 Shelley long. _and I promise - aor! fleld on — 

aks |tke is Feo : | § Z Mie-Bigquns found Ni) 

ape ese =< : F<) Aas anther [nt 
Kew another couple 

of centimeters! 

process. Especially for voters! After two and a half freakin’ years of 
less, fence-straddling speeches, moronic photo-ops and endle: 
it’s enough to make us long for a dictatorship (not that Bush 

If we're supposed to care, they need to do something to keep our attention — 
which is why we 
proudly suggest... 

e Whole Thing More Manly 
want John Q. to tune into this 

grand waste of time and money, 
it should at least involve some monster trucks. vi 

rare! Bo ene To Fin at 
iden just thundered out ous \Nord-of-the- Var? et ae aa eee a 
weve seen ‘orlight , Gee Katie] think its Polk 

: 
Be fight thee Stal, ts Renter and ot No! [said it ane” 

: The poor ake Fook hes get Some. NEA seanes {PR me. TM 

that 15 for Suge , cy 9) Ri 
| Twill act tax them anyone) d : Ce 
| Lwillnt-vonteot |e 
1 _ fax the poor 

T wont neof- willndt 



Gs) SICK WILLIE DEPT. 

After the Monica Lewins i is doi ‘ky fiasco, the White House is doing everything it can to make sure the President is never again caught 
with his, ub, pants down. To this end, they've created this new and improved. 

White House Internship ¢ Official Application 

Name 
Social Security # 

Address 

City 
State Zip. 

Telephone( - areas 

REFERENCES 

Please list the names of any family members or friends who are big-time contributors 

to the Democratic National Committee: 

‘Name Relationship To Applicant 
“Amount Contributed 

Name Relationship To Applicant 
‘Amount Contributed 

Name Relationship To Applicant 
‘Amount Contributed 

Ifyou are unable to list at least #100 $100,000 contributors, please stop here. We require no mo
re information. 

Do you know Linda Tripp? Yes CINo Ufyes please sep ere. We require no more information. 

AGE 
Ch Over 25 O Over 18 But Under 25 O Under 18 But Can Pass For Over 18 

SEX 
OQ Female O Female 

Measurements (For Official Intern Uniform, should we ever decide to issue one) 

Bust Waist Hips Knee-Pad Size (circle one) S ML 

EXPERIENCE 

Positions Previously Hleld (Please describe in explicit detail. Be sure to include with whom you held these positions
, 

where you held these positions and how long you held t
hese positions.) 

QUALIFICATIONS 

How would you evaluate your oral skills? 
Excellent Good QO Fair QO Poor 

How would others evaluate your oral skills? Excellent Good QFair Poor 

Would you be willing to submit to an oral test? O Yes QNo 



Please respond to the following questions by circling the appropriate answer: 
Are you a “hands-on” type of person? 

Definitely Somewhat Not at All Do you obey your superiors? Definitely Somewhat Not at All Are you able to work nights? 
Definitely Somewhat Not at All How about weekends when the First Lady is 

away in China speaking about human tights? Definitely Somewhat Not at All Do you agree that in the interest of “national security” it is your duty to remain forever silent about all discussions and experiences you have with the President? Definitely Somewhat Not at All Do you think that nosy Special Prosecutors should 
mind their own business? 

Definitely Somewhat Not at All Do you subscribe to the philosophy, “Ask not what the President can do for you, ask what you can do for the President”? Definitely Somewhat Not at All 
AVAILABILITY 
Do have an answering machine? Q Yes No 
If yes, and the President were to leave a message of a “sensitive nature,” would you share it with any of the following? Check all who apply: 
Q Reporters O Special Prosecutors O Other White House Staffers Q Your Mother Q Hillary 
MEDICAL HISTORY 
A White House Internship is a physically demanding job. Do you have any medical conditions that may hamper or prevent you from: 
QO Kneeling O Crouching QO Squatting O Bending Over O Other 

ESSAY 
On a separate sheet, please complete the following statement (300-500 words): The things I find most sexy about older, married men are... 

Thereby certify that the information contained in this “pplication is true and will swear under oath that it is true, even if Im granted full immunity from prosecution and the Special Prosecutor has hours and bours of tapes of me contradict. ing this information to former colleagues, the President's secretary, right wing New York book agents, my mother, casual acquaintances, my goldfish Frosty, and a homeless guy who lives under the Lincolp, Memorial. Furthermore, in the bighly unlikely event that Ifind myself at the center of a national scandal, [ ereby authorize: (1) the President to give vague, Cuasive, answers about our relationship. (2) the First Lady to dismiss any allegations I may make as the product of a “vast right wing conspiracy.” (3) Hard Copy, Extra, the tabloids and the rest of the media to portray me as a spoiled, dimuitted bimbo with a propensity for exaggerating 

Signature 
Date 

‘The White House is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer. We do not discriminate on the basis of race, ge gender or sexual preference. If however, you happen to be a white 21-year-old female heterosexual, that's fine too. 

WRITERS: JOE RAIOLA & DAVID SHAYNE 



VEEP THROAT DEPT. 

The best thing about rain forests The global importance of the Middle East People are not homeless 
is they never suffer from drought. is that it keeps the Near East and the in the streets of their own hometown: 

if theyre sleeping Bank failures are caused by depositors It isn't pollution that's harming the 
who dont deposit enough money to environment. It's the impurities in 

Far East from encroaching on each other: 

A low voter turnout is an indication Our party has been accused of fooling the 
of fewer people going to the polls. public by calling tax increases “revenue 

enhancement.” Not so. No one was fooled. 

Republicans have been accused of 
abandoning the poor It's the other 

way around. They never vote for us. 

cover losses due to mismanagement. our air and water that are doing it. 

Air travel efficiency would improve if more 
travellers started going to less popular places. 



VICE VERSE DEPT. 

(with apologies to Joyce Kilmer) 

I think that I shall never see 

A candidate who is a tree; 

However, I would bet my tush 

I’m seeing one who is a Bush; 

A Bush so nondescript and small 
We’re seldom sure he’s there at all; 

For whom we have but little need 

And, left alone, would turn to seed; 

A Bush we overlook and snub, 

Who may grow up to be a shrub; 

Whose branches waver to and fro, 

Whichever way the wind may blow; 

A Bush, who serving as VP, 

Excels as a non-entity, 

Reminding voters more and more 

Of Fritz, who bombed in ’84; 

And if, by chance, he muddles through 

And gets endorsed by you-know-who, 

Regardless of that White House push, 
Not even Ron can save a Bush. 

ARTIST: GERRY GERSTEN WRITER: FRANK JACOBS 101 



RON FOR THE MONEY DEPT. 

Ronald Reagan was re-elected in 1984 for a second term as president which means he can’t 
run again. This also means that he and Nancy are going to have to move out of the White 

THE REAGAN WHITE HOUSE GARAGE SALE 
sq, USED CLOTH) Tr peo a NN 

ARTIST: BOB CLARKE 
WRITER: LOU SILVERSTONE 

COLORIST: CARRIE STRACHAN NG BARGAINS | tit’ 2° EACH 

DECORATE YOUR GARDEN 0 

size 42 -*32° \\i 
SLIPPERS 516 IZ 

Ava > PE! [Peart HaNoLe -MINT como.  LEANS SLIGHTLY 70 THE Ri KON f NEVER FIRED IV ANGER. 

FOR DECORATIVE y cs 
USE ONLY ih ) 

ASKING 49 fi q 

EET IN BEDSIDE TABLE BY 
FIRST LADY 
00 

> WEIN BERGER | cer Meee 
ORIGINALLY 

oto $30 
Renee oFFER, 

OWNED By | 
JERRY ForD OUT AL; 

Rieirs CRA 



ELECTION FRIGHT RETURNS DEPT. 

It’s been countless years of tortured, sleepless 
nights since we last played our ghoulish game! 
You might remember how it's played: we take a 

familiar phrase or expression, and interpret it 
our own, twisted way to create a fiendish monster! 
So, when better to play than election year? Here's 

HMORIRUF VYING 
POLITICAL 
CLIC HES 

ARTIST: PAUL COKER WRITER: FRANK JACOBS: COLORIST: CARL PETERSON 



CAUGHT IN THE ACTS DEPT. 

So you really think that just because Ronald Reagan became President, he gave up _— for a great role like “‘Bonzo’s Pal” to come along, Ronnie can play any role that 
acting?! Well, shows how much you know!! Because once an actor, always an actor! he wants. In fact, we here at MAD have detected him playing many famous, sought- 

It’s kinda like herpes! And now that he IS President, instead of waiting around = after parts since he took office. Here are just few we've observed...with... 

NOW STARRING AT SHE WHITE HOUSE 
a 0 ARTIST: MORT DRUCKER — WRITER: STAN HART 

' ee ’,..as “Hamlet”... .as Ron Corlione.. .in “The Godfather”... 
1 k opti —— 

To tax...? Whether ‘tis Or to take action Does the President He's not 8 Hey, Cappo! You're gonna go over to But, supposing one | | Then you give inthat case, > _It'sa lot easier to 
Or not to tax? better to relieve against outrageous usually spend a | Yeah! That's why thoughtful Europe, an’ you're gonna make those of them refuses to ‘im "The Kiss I'm quitting! [] resign my post than 
That is the the poor man's fortunes, and by taxing| | lot of time asking || he gets so many ult Heads of State an offer they can’t go along with us? Of Death”! to kiss Margaret 
question! suffering... friends, offend them? le) himself questions? || goofy answers! SENILE! refuse! We're putting more missiles 

into their countries... or else!! 

Thatcher on the lips! 

OO OOCOOOCOCOd 

{ 

..as Ron Quixote...in “Man Of La Mancha”’... 
| 

Fear not! The Communist dragon will never take over | would love to take that crazy 
and destroy your cherished Salvadorian way of life! ee man’s horse home with me! It 

P 

Ss would make my children so happy! | 

To ride it? ] No, to eat it!! 



| promised that | would turn 
this nation around... and my 
new tax reduction plan has 
helped me to do just that! 

AY 

THERE's a What do you mean? | [He robs from the poor, and gives to the rich!!_| 
new twist! A = 
“Supply Side [= 7 
Robin Hood"! 

Mr. President, the old | | Well, they should i After he finishes his term 
people in my district ]”| do what Ido... EA of office, we're putting 
are very concerned || which is to keep nf, ! i him in a nice, quiet home! 

bout making ends meet! 

Let me in! | have been sent here to exorcise No, it ain't! It's 
the Demon of “The Welfare State" and replace a@ rumbling that's MY STOMACH! You 
it with “The Spirit Of The New Federalism’! getting stron, ‘see, under your New 

There! Don't you and stronge! Federalism, there's 
feel it GROWING a NO SCHOOL LUNCH... 
...down deep That's IT! That's |) and it’s been a long 

? the NEW SPIRIT! time since breakfast! 



...as Moses... in “The Ten Commandments”... 
; z se ae me Zl A 

\ Let us = Let America return tothe = Let us become what we once were, a ni G Eight?! | thought He's cutting 

ea 

have a new true path... and reclaim steeped in morality! And let our actions ts there were TEN back on 
beginning! it's former greatness! be guided by these Eight Commandments. Commandments! everything! 

\ 

...as Merlin...in “Camelot”... 

| fully expect to be standing! 
here next year... telling you 

that we've balanced the budget 

...even though we've increased 
military spending while cutting 

And I'd call him 
an incredible 

LIAR! 

If he can stand here next year and 
tell us he's done all that, I'd 

call him an incredible magician!! 

...asS Scrooge...in “A Christmas Carol’... 

ment up?! Care down?! foreclosed?! Mr. President! I'm very Which one of the of Depression Hoover to my 

y Lp inert at —s 
Unemploy- LU eatth LI Farms being You're doing a good job, | am the Ghost ...0r Herbert 

Humbug! Bah! Humbug! proud of you! Very proud! ¥ Ghosts are you?? Past... friends! 



| want this nation to re- 
turn to the days before 

You know which Good 
Old Days he means?! 

I'm cutting out Affirmative LI 
Action, Daycare Centers, Legal 

a 
Yeah! The Good Old Days before 
The Emancipation Proclamation! 

Aid to the Poor, CETA Programs, Government meddled in 
4 and I'm reducing subsidies for people's, lives! | want to go 

Low Income Public Housing... ! back to the Good Old Days! 

| condemn as immoral any Goverment that 
denies a Union its RIGHT to STRIKE! 

What about 
the crippling 
interest rates? 

How do you feel 
about the high 
unemployment? 

‘Are you concerned 
about slumping 
auto production? 

Is NATO 
falling 
apart? 

What about the 
renewed threat 
of Nuclear War? 



A TV COMMERCIAL WE'D LIKE TO SEE 

There are three 
“nevers” in politics... 

That's the whole idea behind new 

DRY 
IDEAL 
Roll-On Anti-Perspirant DRY 

DEAL Eliminates embarrassing 
stains so you can raise 

your right hand and take the 
Fifth Amendment with confidence! 

ARTIST: ANGELO TORRES 

[7] Never fail to shake 
a hand or refuse 
to kiss a baby... 

‘And NEVER—even if you 
get caught dirty—NEVER 
let ‘em see you sweat 

Remember, it’s okay to 
be guilty—as long as 
you don't look guilty! 

WRITER: BILLY DOHERTY 



> i a Si, ain, i, aie ae ae, aie, ae, ae ae ae ae A 

“Elections are when people find out what politicians stand for 

and politicians find out what people will fall for!” — Alfred E. Neuman 

THIS IS THE BOOK THAT: 

From the mind-numbing pages of MAD Magazine comes this glorious new 

collection chronicling the ongoing circus that is U.S. politics. With everything from 

Bush's regrettable joke of a presidency to Obama's baby steps in the Oval Office, this 

book commemorates the downs and even further downs of the past thirty years! 

Whether your political leanings are to the far left or 

far right, s is the book you'll turn 

to when voting (or being prevented from voting)! 

> in a i a aie aie Sie, a ae aie a, ae ae aes 


